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ABSTRACT 
Water deficit is a wide-spread limiting factor in coffee production, but the development of 

adapted cultivars is hampered by a limited understanding of the physiological tolerance 

mechanism and the narrow genetic base of plant material used in breeding. Therefore, the 

objective of this study was to identify potential genetic and physiological markers for drought 

tolerance. Atmospheric water vapour (humidity) is an important environmental element that 

influences plant growth by conditioning directly transpiration and other gas exchange.The 

effect of atmospheric water deficit on plants has mostly been neglected in climate impact 

studies. A sudden change in relative humidity (RH) may cause significant damage to leaves. 

Here, we explore alterations in physiology and gene expression in leaves of Coffea canephora 

caused by a sharp drop in relative humidity (RH) at three different temperatures. Stomatal 

conductance (gs) and CO2 assimilation (A) fell quickly at all temperatures after transfer to low 

RH. Reductions in leaf relative water content (RWC) confirmed the leaves experienced 

substantial water losses, and that stomatal closure and/or water re-supply was not fast enough 

to avoid significant evaporative losses. At 27°C and 35°C, upper leaves showed significant 

decreases in Fv/Fm compared to lower leaves, suggesting a stronger impact on the upper 

leaves. At 42°C, both upper and lower leaves showed similar strong decreases in Fv/Fm. 

Quantitative expression analysis of genes for transcription factors linked with dehydration 

stress, ABA signalling, heat stress, and senescence showed that temperature-dependant, 

transcriptional changes were associated with the ‘HuS’ treatments.Whilst there has been a 

little focus on atmospheric water deficits and elevated temperatures, more is known about the 

impacts of soil water deficits. To compare the physiological and gene expression responses 

induced by a ‘HuS’ with those induced by a soil water deficit, we subjected Robusta coffee 

plants to a classical soil water deficit experiment in a growth chamber. The results obtained 

from this comparative experiment indicate a number of similar responses to atmospheric and 

soil water deficits. We also presented the results obtained from an RNA-Seq analysis of gene 

expression during the soil water deficit experiment. Finally, the data obtained was discussed 

in relation to similarities and differences in the physiological and gene expression responses 

of Robusta coffee to atmospheric and soil water deficits.  

Overall, the data shows that Robusta plants subjected to a water deficit exhibit major 

temperature-dependant alterations in leaf physiology and important changes in the expression 

of genes associated with abiotic stress.  The results presented suggest more detailed studies on 

the combined effects of water deficit and high temperature are warranted. 
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THESIS STRUCTURE 
This project is divided into three main chapters dealing with several aspects of the impact of 

water deficits on coffee plants. 

1. The introduction covers the impact of global climate change on crops in general and 

especially coffee, and contains a summary of the current understanding of the physiology and 

transcriptional responses of plants to water deficits as well as the objectives of my thesis 

research and how the information might be used to breed and select “climate-smart” coffee 

(i.e., more drought/heat tolerant coffee). 

2. The second chapter describes a study of the physiology and gene expression modifications 

induced for a single coffee genotype (FRT07) subjected to a sudden change of humidity at 

high and low temperatures. Photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, chlorophyll fluorescence 

and relative water content changes were investigated under different atmospheric water 

deficits. Several known and newly identified drought candidate genes were tested in order to 

compare potential similarities with the impact of a classical soil water deficit. An academic 

manuscript describing and discussing this data is already written and submitted. 

3. The second chapter comprises comparisons between coffee genotypes subjected to soil 

water deficits. First, the same physiological parameters described in chapter 2 were monitored 

in two genotypes, FRT07 and FRT06,during the course of a progressive soil water deficitat 

different temperatures. To begin to understand the association between physiological changes 

and transcriptional responses, the quantitative expression of several gene candidates was 

carried out. Secondly, a further comparisonof the physiological responsesassoiciated with a 

soil water deficit was carried out using the genotype FRT07 with the drought tolerant 

“candidate” genotype FRT23. 

4. Finally, to go deeper into the gene expression changes for one genotype, a transcriptomic 

analysis of FRT07 was carried out using RNASeq technology. The mapping of all the “reads” 

(individual sequences) to the Robusta genome, and a differential expression analysis was 

performed. This has led to the generation of a list of genes that are either up or down 

regulated by soil water deficits, and represents a new set of “drought candidate genes” for 

future investigation on Robusta coffee.  
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1.1. Climate change and Agriculture 

 

Climate change has become a major challenge to the maintainence and sustainability of 

agricultural systems. All projections indicate a global increase in average temperatures in 

coming years (Solomon et al. 2007), which will have negative effects on many crops, leading 

to significant consequences for global food production. The impacts of climate change on 

food systems are expected to be widespread, complex, geographically and temporally 

variable, and profoundly influenced by socioeconomic conditions (Vermeulen et al., 2012). 

Anincreased focus on the vulnerability of plants/crops to water deficits has occurred recently 

due to a series of severe drought episodes in regions as diverse as the United States(Hoerling 

et al. 2012, Hoerling et al. 2013), east Africa (Lyon and Dewitt 2012), Australia (Fordham 

2012), and the Sahel (Giannini et al. 2003). Recent works further suggest that global aridity 

has increased in step with the observed warming trends, and that this drying will worsen for 

many regions as global temperatures continue to rise with increasing anthropogenic 

greenhouse gas emissions(Burke et al. 2006, Sheffield and Wood 2008). 

 

Climate change will impact significantly on agriculture, farmers’ income, and food security 

by increasing water demand, limiting crop productivity and reducing water availability in 

areas where irrigation is most needed. Changes in food system drivers give rise to changes in 

food security outcomes, but oftenresearchers consider only the impacts on the food production 

elementof food security. By 2100, when the world population is expected to double, crop 

production in the tropics are expected to decrease significantly, because of higher 

temperatures, even when decreases in yield as a result of the increased evaporative losses 

associated with rising temperatures is not accounted for.For the major crops (wheat, rice, and 

maize) in tropical and temperate regions, climate change without adaptation will negatively 

impact production for local temperature increases of 2°C or more above late-20th-century 

levels, although individual locations may benefit (Fischer et al 2014). Projected impacts vary 

across crops and regions and adaptation scenarios, with about 10% of projections for the 

period 2030–2049 showing yield gains of more than 10% and about 10% of projections 

showing yield losses of more than 25%, compared to the late 20th century. After 2050, the 

risk of more severe impacts increases. In all regions, crop production is shown to be 
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consistently and negatively affected by climate change in the future in low-latitude countries, 

while climate change may have positive or negative effects in northern latitudes. 

 

In Africa, wheat is considered the most vulnerable grain crop, for which up to 72% of the 

current yield is projected to decline. Less impact is expected for root crops such as potato and 

cassava, with about a 10 to 15% decline projected(Adhikari and Woznicki 2015). The two 

major export crops, tea and coffee are expected to experience a 40% yield loss due largely to 

the reduction in suitable growing areas caused by temperature increases(Jaramillo et al. 2011). 

 

Attribution of any observed changes to climate trends are further complicated by the fact that 

models linking climate and agriculture must, implicitly or explicitly, make assumptions about 

farmer behaviour. In most cases, models implicitly assume that farming practices or 

technologies did not adjust in response to climate over the period of interest.  

Efforts to increase food production are nevertheless increasingly important as 60% more food 

will be needed by 2050 given current food consumption trends and assuming no significant 

reduction in food waste (FAO et al., 2012). In some instances the relationship between 

climate conditions and crop production has been shown to change over time because of 

management changes, such as introduction of irrigation or changes in crop varieties (Liu et 

al., 2009, Sakurai et al., 2012). 

 

1.2. Challenge of drought resistance 

Water shortage has attracted great concern and stimulated more and more research inputs on 

the fundamentalscience of the drought resistance of plants and the application of the acquired 

knowledge for developing water saving and drought-resistant crops. Scientists define drought 

resistance as ‘‘the ability of plants to grow satisfactorilywhen exposed to water deficits’’ 

(May and Milthorpe 1962). For crop breeders, drought resistance is defined in terms of 

‘‘relative yield of genotypes’’ or ‘‘the ability of a crop plant to produce its economic product 

with minimum loss in a water-deficit environment relative to the water-constraint free 

management’’ (Fukai and Cooper, 1995, Fang and Xiong, 2015, Chen et al. 2015). 

The drought resistance of plants is quite complex. Over the last two decades, scientists have 

conducted vast amounts of research, including studies on morphological traits, and the 

structural, physiological, biochemical, and molecular regulation, to unravel the mechanisms 

of drought responses in plants. For a given plant species, plants often combine different 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4709455/#B18
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4709455/#B15
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categories of mechanisms to confer drought resistance at different developmental stages(Fang 

and Xiong 2015). At a particular developmental stage, drought resistance in plants is 

associated with a series of events (such as stomatal movement, photosynthesis, cell osmotic 

regulation, synthesis of protective macromolecules etc.) in every conceivable facet at the 

morphological, physiological, and molecular levels(Fang and Xiong 2015).Therefore, it is 

rather difficult to comprehensively and accurately evaluate the overall drought resistance of a 

given plant species. 

 

Some complex traits relevant to biomass or economic yield under stress conditions are also 

used to evaluate the drought resistance of crops in agricultural production. These traits include 

fresh or dry weight, survival rate, stay-green capability, seed-setting rate, grain weight, and so 

on. These traits are more meaningful and effective in breeding for drought resistance, 

although they have seldom been used to unveil the mechanisms of drought resistance at the 

physiological and molecular levels.Researchers often use a specific trait or several combined 

indicators to assess plant drought resistance depending on the purposes of their study.  

 

1.3. Drought components 

Droughts commonly are referred to as "dry" in the sense that not only does less precipitation 

fall, but also the air is drier than usual. Droughts, and particularly summer droughts or the 

summer periods of multiyear droughts, generally are associated with higher than normal 

surface air temperatures (McNab et al. 1989).Dry weather affects plants in two basic ways: 

via changes in moisture in the soil and relative humidity in the atmosphere.  

Soil moisture supply and atmospheric demand for waterindependently limit and profoundly 

affect vegetation productivityand water use during periods of hydrologic stress (Novick et al. 

2016). Soil moisture supplies water to plants; during drought, it supplies less. Low relative 

humidity creates a "demand" that pulls water from plants; during drought, the dry atmosphere 

demands more water(). 

Ecosystem moisture stress is often characterized by changes in soil water availability. 

Declining soil moisture impedes the movement of water to evaporating sites at the soil or leaf 

surface(Novick et al. 2016) reducing the surface conductance to water vapour (stomatal 

conductance -gs), a key determinant of carbon and water cycling, and thereby 

evapotranspiration (ET). However, atmospheric demand for water, which is directly related to 

the atmospheric vapour pressure deficit (VPD), also affects gs and ET. Plants close their 

stomata to prevent excessive water loss when VPD is high(Fordham et al. 2001) and thus, 

http://phys.org/tags/relative+humidity/
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increases in VPD during periods of hydrologic stress represent an independentconstraint on 

plant carbon uptake and water use in ecosystems. 

 

Disentangling the impact of these two drivers on ecosystem carbon and water cycling is 

difficult because they are often correlated, and experimental tools for manipulating 

atmospheric demand in the field are lacking. Consequently, the role of atmospheric demand is 

often not adequately factored into experiments or represented in models.Relative humidity is a 

commonly used measure of atmospheric water vapour. Relative humidity depends on two 

factors-the absolute quantity of water vapour in the air (absolute humidity) and the air 

temperature.  

While soil moisture changes little over the course of a day, humidity can vary significantly, 

allowing for the effects of soil moisture and humidity to be independently assessed using 

these "high-frequency" data.Recently, Novick, Ficklin and their colleagues were able to 

separate the effects of soil moisture and relative humidity by analyzing data collected in 

hourly increments from 38 "flux towers" in the AmeriFlux Network, a collection of sites in 

various ecosystems that collect important micro-meteorological data every hour (Novick et al. 

2016). The analysis found that soil moisture and relative humidity have markedly different 

influences on plant functioning at different times of the day. Over time, humidity tends to be 

the dominant influence as weather grows hotter and drier, especially in temperate forest 

ecosystems that are especially important in removing carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere.The finding suggests that models used to gauge the impact of drought on 

ecosystems should be refined to more accurately account for the role of low atmospheric 

humidity. 

 

1.4. Physiological and Molecular Responses to Water Deficits 

Knowledge of component physiological processes can aid in understanding the mechanisms 

related to grain yield differences under water-limited (WL) conditions. According to 

researchers, there is a relationship between different physiological responses of crops and 

their resistance functions under drought such as high amount of relative water and potential 

water (Ritchieet al. 1990) and integrity of membrane. For measuring drought tolerance, 

various scientists considered maintenance of membrane integrity and its role under water 

stress (Nezhadahmadi et al. 2013). 

http://phys.org/tags/soil+moisture/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nezhadahmadi%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24319376
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1.4.1. Stomatal signalling during water deficits 

Stomatal regulation is a key mechanism allowing plants to regulate and optimize 

CO2assimilation versus evaporative water loss. For their growth, plants need water for 

photosynthesis, nutrient uptake and transportation (Farooq et al., 2009). Water is taken up 

largely from soil via plant roots and the CO2from the atmosphere through the stomatal pores 

where water is simultaneously transpired. Plants are able to regulate the amount of water 

loss, and consequently the absorption of CO2, by closing or opening the stomata. Under 

conditions of soil water limitation, partial or complete stomatal closure allows plants to 

maintain a favourable water balance, while limiting carbon gain (Franks et al. 2013).
.
 

Stomatal opening responds to several factors, such as light, carbon dioxide concentration, 

vapour pressure deficit/humidity and leaf/plant/soil water status (Sharkey et al. 1982). 

Stomatal closure occurs when the two guard cells surrounding the stomatal opening lose 

turgor pressure (Outlaw 2003). The size of the stomatal opening is regulated by the turgor 

pressure and cell volume of the guard cells (Schroeder et al. 2001, Kim et al. 2010). Among 

the signals that induce stomatal closure, the influence of ABA is probably the best 

characterized (Daszkowska-Golec and Szarejko 2013, Schroeder et al. 2001), although several 

secondary messengers, such as Ca
2+

, H2O2and NO can also contribute to stomatal closure. 

During a water deficit, endogenous ABA is rapidly produced/re-mobilized, leading to the 

activation of several physiological responses, including stomatal closure, and is regulated by a 

signal transduction network (Osakabe et al. 2014). Endogenous ABA concentrations are 

principally determined by the balance between biosynthesis and catabolism. The main ABA 

biosynthesis pathway is derived from the carotenoids synthesized in the plastid(Nambara and 

Marion-Poll 2005). Many studies have shown that the 9-cis-epoxy carotenoid dioxygenase 3 

(NCED3) is a key gene in the ABA biosynthesis pathway (Iuchi et al. 2001, Endo et al. 2008, 

Behnam et al. 2013). The zeoxanthin epoxidase, encoding ZEP, catalyses the two-step 

epoxidation of zeoxanthin to produce antheraxanthin and violaxanthin (Bouvier et al. 1996). 

The next step of carotenoid synthesis is the formation of neoxanthin from violaxanthin, in a 

reaction catalysed by the neoxanthin synthase (NXS) (Al-Babili et al. 2000). Neoxanthin is 

converted to xanthoxin by NCED (9-cis-epoxycarotenoid-dioxygenase). Xanthoxin is 

oxidized to abscisic aldehyde in the cytosol by ABA2. The last step in the pathway involves 

the aldehyde oxidase AAO3, known to be expressed in guard cells (Melhorn et al. 2008) and 

activated by the molybdenum cofactor sulfurase ABA3 (Bittner and Mendel 2001). AAO3 

catalyses the conversion of abscisic aldehyde to ABA (Seo et al. 2000). 
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ABAactivates signalling pathways leading to stomatal closure (Kim et al. 2010). During water 

deficits, ABA is produced in the roots and leaves and is transported to the guard cells. ATP-

binding cassette (ABC) transporters, located in the plasma membrane, are responsible of ABA 

transport into the guard cells (Kang et al. 2010). One of the identified ABA importers is 

ABCG40 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA ATP-BINDING CASSETTE G40) whose 

expression is not tissue-specific and its products localize in cell membrane (Klingler, Batelli 

and Zhu 2010). Another ABA importer is ABCG22 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 

ATPBINDING CASSETTE G22), which is mainly expressed in guard cells in vacuolar tissue 

where ABA is synthesized (Kuromori et al. 2010, Kuromori and Shinozaki 2011). ABCG25 is 

among the transporters that mediates the expulsion of ABA into the intercellular space 

(Kuromori et al. 2010). 

Several receptors, such are the Pyr/Pyl/Rcar (Pyrabactin Resistance/Pyrabactin Resistance –

Like/Regulatory Component of ABA Response) and the protein GCR2 (G protein coupled 

receptor) have been shown to be involved in the recognition of ABA signalling (Klingler et al. 

2010, Tan et al. 2003, Heslop-Harrison 2013). Nakashima et al. (2013) recently reviewed 

studies on ABA signalling, especially the major ABA signalling for ABA-dependent gene 

expression, including the ABA-responsive element (ABRE)-binding protein (AREB)/ABRE-

binding factor (ABF) transcription factors, SNF1-related protein kinases 2 (SnRK2s; e.g. 

OST1), group A (or clade A) 2C-type protein phosphatases (PP2Cs) and ABA receptors 

(Nakashima and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki 2013). Under water deficits, SNF1-related protein 

kinases 2 (SnRK2s) regulate the activity of ABA-responsive element (ABRE)-binding protein 

(AREB)/ABRE-binding factor (ABF) transcription factors (TFs), which then controls gene 

expression through ABREs (Fig. 2). ABA binds the receptors RCAR/PYR/PYL in cells (Ma 

2009, Park et al. 2009). Next, the ABA receptors interact with a group of PP2Cs which binds 

the SnRK2in non-stress conditions. This will result in the dephosphorylation of Ser/Thr 

residues located at the activation site of the SnRK2, leading to its inactivation. The interaction 

of ABA with the RCAR/ PYR1/PYL complex inactivates the inhibitory regulatory function of 

PP2C, activating the SnRK2 protein kinase OST1 (OPEN STOMATA 1) (Umezawa et al. 

2009).  SnRK2 is released from the PP2C-dependent repression and activated to 

phosphorylate downstream factors including the AREB/ABF TFs and other factors, such as 

membrane proteins involving ion channels.  Activated OST1 binds directly to and 

phosphorylates the anion channel SLOW ANION CHANNEL-ASSOCIATED1, mediating 

anion release from the guard cells and promoting stomatal closure (Geiger et al. 2009, Geiger 

et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2009, Brandt et al. 2012) 
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Figure 1 : Model of the major ABA signalling pathway (Nakashima et al. 2013). 

 

Arve (2011) has highlighted both the active (ABA-related) and the hydro passive stomatal 

closure in response to environmental stress (Arve LE, 2011). More recently, Tombesi et al. 

(2015) have stated that water retention under drought stress is assured by stomatal closure 

driven by active (ABA-mediated) and/or passive (hydraulic-mediated) mechanisms (Tombesi 

et al. 2015). In that study on grapevine, stomatal conductance is primarily though to be 

regulated by passive hydraulic mechanisms. The response of stomata to a reduction in air 

humidity is composed of a hydro passive opening followed by active closure (Kaiser and 

Legner 2007). However,Brodribb and  McAdam, (2011)suggested that stomatal closure due to 

a leaf water deficit has evolved from a passive hydraulic process, mediated by water potential 

changes, to an active process controlled by the extrusion of anions from guard cells(Brodribb 

and McAdam 2011). Hydro passive stomatal closure occurs when the water evaporation from 

the guard cells is too high to be balanced by water movement into these cells. The water 

content in the cells is then rapidly reduced to the extent where the osmotic pressure is reduced 

and the cells lose turgor pressure and shrink (Luan, 2002). When this happens there is a 

reduction in stomatal aperture. 
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However, some research has shown that, following a stress event in plant cells, ABA is 

conserved in an inactive form as a ABA-glucoside compound in the vacuole (Bauer et al. 

2013). Upon demand, the esterase BG1 cleaves the ABA glucoside and provides active ABA. 

(Lee et al. 2006).The hormone ABA triggers a signalling cascade in guard cells that results in 

stomatal closure and inhibits stomatal opening. Stomatal closure is mediated by the efflux of 

K
+
and anions from guard cells, sucrose removal, and a parallel conversion of the organic acid 

malate to osmotically inactive starch (Braultet al 2003). ABA also induces the production of 

reactive oxygen species (e.g. H2O2) that, in turn, inhibits the membrane proton pumps and 

consequently increases the Ca
2+

 influx across both the plasma and vacuole membranes. To 

enable ABA mediated stomatal closure, H
+
 -ATPases channels that cause a hyperpolarization 

of the membrane must be inhibited (Merlot et al. 2007). The increased Ca
2+

 levels activate 

slow and rapid type anion channels, generating an anion efflux from the cells. The anion 

efflux depolarizes the membrane, which in turn causes K
+
 efflux through K

+
 out channels 

across both the vacuole and the plasma membrane. Simultaneously Ca
2+

 also inhibits K
+
 

inward channels (Wasilewska et al. 2008). Malate is also converted to starch reducing the 

osmotic potential and turgor pressure further (Kim et al. 2010). The sustained efflux of both 

anions and K
+
from guard cells via anion and K

+ 
outward channels contributes to the 

depolarization of the plasma membrane, and the loss of guard cell turgor pressure, which 

leads to stomatal closure(Kim et al. 2010). 

  

1.4.2. Photosynthetic metabolism during water deficits 

1.4.2.1. Stomatal limitations of photosynthesis 

Photosynthesis is altered by a range of environmental factors, including drought/soil water 

deficits, atmospheric humidity and carbon dioxide concentration. Typically, the main initial 

impact of a water deficit is stomatal closure (described in previous section), which reduces 

photosynthesis via a decrease in intercellular carbon dioxide concentration (Flexas et al. 2004, 

Flexas et al. 2007). For photosynthesis to occur, CO2 must diffuse from the atmosphere across 

a boundary layer in the air above the foliage surface, through stomatal openings, and across 

intercellular air spaces surrounding mesophyll cells (Warren 2006). As the stress progresses, 

CO2 assimilation is limited, and electron transfer reactions are inactivated, which results in an 

excess of reducing power and consequently an overreduction of the photosynthetic electron 

chain (Cruz de Carvalho 2008). Stomatal closure induced by water deficit may also inhibit 

photosynthesis by decreasing the mesophyll conductance to carbon dioxide (Flexas and 

Medrano 2002). 
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1.4.2.2. Non-stomatal limitations of photosynthesis 

In addition to stomatal limitations, non-stomatal factors can also significantly contribute to a 

reduction in photosynthesis during water deficits through thealteration of photochemical and 

metabolic processes associated with photosynthesis (photochemical and 

enzymaticlimitations)(Lawlor 2002, Flexas and Medrano 2002). Any disturbance that affects 

the functioning of enzymes, particularly those playing a part in ATP synthesis and carbon 

dioxide fixation in leaves, can be a major constraint to a number of photosynthesis reactions 

(Farooq et al. 2009). Impairment of photosynthesis may occur due to low supply of ATP and 

NADPH, defects in electron transport, and use of assimilation products (Pessarakli 2005).A 

decrease inATP and a reduction in ribulose-1,5 phosphate (RuBP)were observed in wheat 

cultivars, during the early stages of water deficits, while stomatal conductance was relatively 

high(Flexas and Medrano 2002). Thus, both photochemical processes that lead to ATP 

synthesis/RubP regeneration are impaired. In another study, impaired phosphorylation due to 

low chloroplast ATPase was considered as the main factor that inhibited photosynthetic 

reactions in plants during extreme drought(Flexas and Medrano 2002). Under drought stress, 

the amount of reactive oxygen species also rises due to excess energy that can’t be utilized for 

carbon dioxide assimilation. This can lead to photoxidative and photoinhibitory damage if 

their accumulation exceeds the scavenging capacity of the cellular antioxidant system. The 

ROS species can be hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), superoxide, or free hydroxyls radicals(Lee 

and Min 2004). 

A decrease in photosynthetic pigments may also be observed in some cases of drought stress 

(Bijanzadeh and Emam 2010, Mafakheri et al. 2010). However, no significant effect of 

drought on chlorophyll concentration was found in many studies (Nikolaeva et al. 2010, 

Lassouane and Lutts 2013). Some authors even found an opposite trend where drought stress 

conditions increased the leaf chlorophyll concentration(Khayatnezhad and Gholamin 2011). 

Under drought stress conditions, the reduction of chlorophyll b is generally greater than that 

of Chlorophyll a, resulting in an increase in the chlorophyll a: b ratio (Jaleel et al. 2009, Jain, 

Tiwary and Gadre 2010). Studies on enzymes involved in chlorophyll catabolism 

(chlorophyllase and peroxidase) revealed that the decrease may be attributed to accelerated 

breakdown of chlorophyll rather than its slow synthesis (Harpaz-Saad et al. 2007, 

Kaewsuksaeng 2011).  
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1.4.2.3. Photosynthetic metabolism under elevated temperatures 

Besides water deficits, photosynthesis is also sensitive to both low and high temperatures. 

High temperatures, in general,can result in a reduction in the contents of important 

photosynthetic pigments, particularly chlorophyll (Chl) by influencing pigment biosynthesis 

(EfeoĞLu and TerzİOĞLu 2009, Balouchi 2010, Reda and Mandoura 2011). High 

temperatures can also deactivate the ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 

(Rubisco) enzyme, which is the main carbon dioxide assimilating enzyme. Many authors 

reportedthat the heat-induced deactivation of Rubisco is the primary constraint for 

photosynthesis at moderate heat stress(Sharkey and Fernandez 2005, Velikova and Loreto 

2012)whilist Chl fluorescence signals from PSII (Photosystem II)may not be affected 

bytemperatures that cause significant deactivation of Rubisco(Haldimann and Feller 2004). 

However, Rubiscoitself may not be the heat-sensitive culprit, but an associated enzyme 

called Rubisco activase, which serves as an activator and regulator of Rubisco. Some 

scientific evidence supports the hypothesis that Rubisco activase may be the key to the heat 

sensitivity of plant photosynthesis(Crafts-Brandner and Law 2000). Specifically, Rubisco 

activase helps convert Rubisco from its inactive to the active state (Scales and Salvucci 2014). 

Stomatal closure is also an important event that could occur at high temperature and 

consequently reduce the photosynthesis rate(Schymanski and Zwieniecki 2013, Araújo and 

Nunes-Nesi 2011). Greer and Weedon (2012) observed that the average rates of 

photosynthesis of Vitis vinifera leaves decreased by 60% with increasing temperature from 

25°C to 45°C(Greer and Weedon 2012). This reduction in photosynthesis was attributed to a 

15–30% stomatal closure.However, the limiting process controlling photosynthesis at high 

temperature remains controversial (Sage and Kubien 2008).The extent of these phenomena 

depends on the species, variety, duration of plant exposure, and tolerance of the stress. 

The combination of water deficits and high temperatures represents an excellent example of 

two different abiotic stress conditions that occur in the field simultaneously (Moffat 2002, 

Shah and Paulsen 2003). However, relatively little is known about how their combined effects 

on photosynthesis. Plants respond to heat stress by transient elevationof stomatal conductance, 

i.e. plants open their stomata to cool their leaves by transpiration.However, if heat stress is 

combined with drought the plants are unable to open their stomata, so the leaf temperature 

remains higher(Rizhsky and Mittler 2002). Thus,the combined effects of water deficits 

and elevated temperature treatmentsthat weremost deleterious for leaf gas exchange and 

photochemical activity were, at least in part, due a consequence of oxidative damage(Asada 
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1999, Silva et al. 2010). Furthermore, the combination of both stresses was shown to cause 

significant deactivation of the electron transport chain in thylakoid membranes (Chagas et al. 

2008, Silva et al. 2010). These changes are probably associated with damage caused to the 

primary electron acceptor of PSII (plastoquinone) due to reduced quinone accumulation 

(Foyer and Noctor 2000). 

1.4.3. Molecular Mechanisms underlying the response to water deficits 

Recent progress in genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics have provided insights into the 

plant gene regulatory networks involved in the processes associated with the response/ 

resistance to water deficits (Molina et al. 2008, Aprile et al. 2009, Walia et al. 2009, Dugas et 

al. 2011a, Utsumi et al. 2012, Nakashima and Shinozaki 2014). Plants can sense, process, and 

respond to environmental stress and activate related-gene expression to increase the resistance 

to growth-limiting constraints. Drought responsive genes can be categorized into two main 

groups in terms of their protein products: one type of genes, whose coding products directly 

enable plant cells to resist the environmental stress, such as LEA (late embryogenesis-

abundant) proteins, osmotic regulatory proteins, and enzymes for synthesizing proline and 

other osmoregulators.The other type of genes include those whose coding products play an 

important role in regulating gene expression and signal transduction. Numerous key 

transcriptional factors regulating drought responsive genes have also been identified, such as 

MYB, MYC, DREB/CBF (drought-responsive cis-element binding protein/C-repeat-binding 

factor), ABF/AREB, NAC, and WRKY TFs (Ishida et al., 2012)(Sakuma et al. 2006, 

Nakashima and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki 2009). 

Proteins produced during the late stages of embryo development are classified as 

LEAs(Mundy J 1990, Santos‐Mendoza et al. 2008).  LEAs are classified as multi-functional 

stress proteins that enable some normal metabolic activity under severe conditions. Numerous 

studies have pointed out the primary role of LEAs in mature plant tolerance to drought by 

protecting the cytoplasm from dehydration and to help maintain essential enzyme 

activity(Hanin et al. 2011, Battaglia and Covarrubias 2013). In Arabidopsis and rice, the plant 

growth regulator abscisic acid (ABA) triggers the induction of LEAs in response to low 

temperature or dehydration stress (Bruxelles et al. 1996). Dehydrins are certainly the most 

well-known LEA proteins that accumulate in response to severe environmental conditions. 

Dehydrins are hydrophilic proteinsthat helpto stabilize the colloidal structure of the 

protoplasm against injury from cell contraction imposed by cellular dehydration(Allagulova et 

al. 2003) Dehydrins are proposed to have various roles in stabilizing membranes and 
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macromolecules, preventing structural damage during cellular dehydration, and maintaining 

the activity of essential enzymes(Xu et al. 2008). 

1.5. Coffee Production and Climate Change 

1.5.1. The Coffee Market 

Considered as the “green gold”, the coffee trade represents a colossal market. After oil, coffee 

is one of the most important commodities exchanged in the world (Charrier A. 2009). The 

international coffee market is an important source of revenue as it employs more than 25 

million people who depend on coffee production for their livelihoods, particularly in most 

coffee growing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America (Bigger and Hillocks 

2007).Coffea arabica and Coffea canephora dominate the world trade among Although there 

are more than 90-100 species in the Coffea genus, Coffea arabica and Coffea canephora 

dominate the world trade, representing about 99% of the world bean production (DaMatta et 

al. 2006). Arabica species produce higher quality coffee, so generates more economic value. 

In contrast,Robusta produces higher yields per plant than Arabica, but produces beansthat 

specialty markets generally consider of lower quality and economic value (Bacon 2005). 

1.5.2. Crop Characteristics 

Coffee belongs to the genus Coffea of the Rubiaceae Family(Charrier and Berthaud 1996). 

Phylogenetically, this family is part of the Asterid subgroup, which includes also the 

Solanaceae family, which the tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) and potato (Solanum 

tuberosum) belong to. Both species are close relatives to coffee and represent good models to 

study gene orthologues in coffee (Lin et al. 2005). As noted above, the Coffea genus includes 

over 100  species (Davis et al. 2006), only 2 species (Arabica and Robusta) are commercially 

viable. Arabica grows in a relative cool climate in mid-elevation (600-1,500 m) regions, 

whereas the lower-elevation (0-800 m) Robusta is more tolerant to growth in full sun (Willson 

1999) and produces a relatively harsher cup of coffee with higher caffeine content (Charrier 

A. 2009). WhilstC. arabicahas the ability to self-pollinate, other coffee trees will require the 

intervention of pollinators (bees, human, wind, etc.). Depending on the variety, coffee plants 

can grow up to 15 m in height, but in plantations they are pruned to 2-3 m in order to facilitate 

harvesting (Fig. 3A). Their age can reach 50 years; however, it is necessary to wait three to 

five years’ before the first fruits appear. Coffee leaves are persistent, green and oval, growing 

in opposed pairs along the stem (Fig. 3B). Flowering is triggered by rain (water shock). The 

resulting white flowers provide some Jasmin odours and have 5 or 6 petals (Fig. 3C). These 

flowers can last only a few hours, but can often be regenerated. Therefore, on the same plant, 
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both flowers and fruits can be present at the same time (Fig. 3D). Flowers are at the base of 

coffee cherry generation that, during the different stages of ripening, changes from green to 

red (Fig. 4). Also called drupes, coffee cherries grow in tight clusters on the stem and reach 

maturity after 6 to 11 months, depending on the genotype and species (Arabica cherry 

development shorter than Robusta).The drupe consists of a tiny embryo which is encapsulated 

in a large endosperm, which contains all the storage compounds needed to sustain a long 

period of dormancy(Joët et al. 2009) The drupe comprises a skin (exocarp), a pulp or 

mucilage, a yellow-white colour (mesocarp) and 2 oval shaped beans or seeds joined one to 

another. Each seed is surrounded by a light yellow envelope, called the endocarp or 

parchment, coveredby a silver film (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 3: Maturation Stages of coffee bean (Robusta) 

SG (Small Green); LG (Large Green);Y (Yellow);R (Red)  
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Figure 2 : Coffee  canephora plant images 

A: Coffee Plant           B: Coffee leaves 

C: Coffee Flower         D: Coffee Branch containing leaves, flowers and beans 

E:  Coffee beans in several stages of maturation  
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Figure 4 : Structure of a coffee beanhttp://www.shutterstock.com/pic-230031331/stock-vector-the-structure-of-the-

coffee-bean-vector.html 

 

 

 

Figure 5 : Coffea canephora (Robusta) treeFigure 6 : Coffea arabica (Arabica) tree 
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1.5.3. Constraints on future coffee production 

Due to global warming, climatic limitations are expected to become more important in most 

coffee growing regions leading to environmental, economic and social problems. A modelling 

study (Davis et al. 2012)has predicted such severe climate change that it could result in the 

extinction of indigenous Arabica production in 70 years in Ethiopia. Coffee is a major export 

crop for African producing countries. In tropical areas, temperature may rise up to 5.8°C by 

the end of the 21
st
 century (Camargo 2010). Arid and semi-arid areas of Africa are expected to 

experience increasing in temperature of 8% by 2080, reducing agricultural productive land by 

60–90 million hectares(Jaramillo et al. 2011). The current optimum altitude for C. canephora, 

which is 1,400–1,600 m.a.s.l. is predicted to change to 1,600–1,800 m.a.s.l by 2050, due to 

temperature increases These climatic effects are already influencing coffee plantation 

production which economically impacts on the farmer, his family and the community(Hope 

2009) 

Ethiopia is the worlds seventh largest and Africa's top coffee producer, with coffee exports 

valued at $316.7 million in 2009, according to the International Coffee Organisation 

(ICO).Coffeerepresents 1.1% of Ethiopia's GDP and its largest source of foreign exchange, so 

any setback to coffee production has serious implications for the economy. In Ethiopia, coffee 

cultivation has spread towards marginal areas where water shortages and high 

temperatureshave resulted in a significant reduction in coffee yield(Melke and Fetene 2014). 

In Uganda, severe impacts of climate change on coffee production are expected due to the 

predicted temperature rise of 2ºC in the next few decades (Kimemia 2010). Many studies have 

predicted that climate change will have a major impact on the coffee growing regions of 

Uganda (AFCA, 2012). As coffee in Uganda is a major crop, accounting for about 20% of 

foreign exchange earnings, these predictions will negatively impact on the national economy 

(UCDA, 2012). The livelihoods of 500,000 smallholder coffee farmers are vulnerable since 

they produce about 90% of Uganda’s coffee (Jassogne and van Asten 2013).  

In Brazil, Robusta coffee is largely cultivated in regions where water availability already 

constitutes the major environmental constraint affecting crop production (PINHEIRO et al. 

2005). Low rainfall is becoming more frequent and severein Brazil and in 2015; Brazilian 

coffee farms were close to experiencing a third straight year of losses from drought (Reuters 

CNBC Oct 2015). The spike observed in coffee prices in 2014 was a direct function of 

moisture deficits during the Brazilian winter just ahead of the harvesting season. That year, 14 

million bags of coffee were lost, representing 10% of the global coffee crop, due to an 
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unusual water of event only within a few weeks (updates 29
th

 Sept, agricultural & rural 

convention 2020). 

1.6. Plant adaptation to water deficits 

In nature, the duration of any water deficits will depend on the local climate but will occur to 

some extent in many regions. Most plants therefore have some ability to cope with water 

deficits. Drought tolerance is defined as the ability for plants to grow, flower and generate a 

reasonable yield under soil water deficits. Plants initiate several mechanisms that are thought 

to allow them to cope, to various degrees, with soil water deficits that can be morphological, 

physiological and molecular (Farooq et al. 2008). Adaptations conferring drought resistance 

have historically been divided into alternative strategies, including drought escape (rapid 

development to complete the life cycle before drought), drought avoidance (reducing water 

loss to prevent dehydration) and drought tolerance (osmotic adjustment, osmoprotection etc.) 

(Kooyers 2015). 

Drought escape occurs when phenological development is successfully matched with periods 

of enhanced soil moisture availability, where the growing season is shorter and terminal 

drought stress predominates (ARAUS et al. 2002). Drought escape is common in the case of 

plants growning in arid/desert regions. Time of flowering is a major trait of a crop adaptation 

to the environment, particularly when the growing season is restricted by terminal drought 

and high temperatures. Farmers usually choose crop varieties with short life cycles, which 

complete their life cycle by avoiding seasonal drought stress (Fang and Xiong 2015).  

Drought avoidance refers to the ability of the plant to maintain a favourable internal water 

balance under moisture stress. In other words, plants which avoid drought retain high water 

contents in their tissues. Drought avoidance has also been referred to as dehydration 

avoidance in the recent literature ((Kadioglu and Terzi 2007, Kooyers 2015) 

Finally, drought-tolerant plants have some inherent capacityto withstand dehydration through 

osmotic adjustment and/or production of molecules that stabilize proteins (Chen and Jiang 

2010). Drought tolerance is more desirable because the crop can produce more yield at lower 

water potentials. Osmotic adjustment, osmoprotection, antioxidant production and an 

enhancedfree radical scavenging defence system are regarded as the basis for drought 

tolerance (Cicevan et al. 2016). Osmotic adjustment, defined as a lowering of water potential 

due to net solute accumulation, increases the gradient of water influx and the maintenance of 

turgor in response to water stress(Kawasaki et al. 2000) 
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram describing the three ways herbaceous plants evolve drought resistance (Kooyers, 

2015). The phenotypes listed here are examples and do not represent a complete list. Arrows designate the 

environmental context that would most favour each strategy. 
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1.7. THESIS OBJECTIVES 

 

The main objective of this project was to assess modifications in coffee gene expression 

triggered by atmospheric or soil water deficits, together with its physiological basis and how 

theseresponses interact with temperature. This work provides a basis for the identification of 

potential genetic and physiological markers for drought tolerance that can be used to facilitate 

future breeding and selection of “climate-smart” coffee (ie, more drought/heat tolerant coffee) 

at Nestlé R&D.  
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2. CHAPTER2:IMPACT OF ATMOSPHERIC 

WATER DEFICIT ON THE C. canephora 

GENOTYPE FRT07. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change is expected to cause modifications in rainfall patterns, especially in tropical 

regions (Feng and Rodrigue 2015) and this will, inevitably,be associated with alterations in 

relative humidity (RH) or VPD. Also, due to climate change,regions subjected to unusually 

low rainfall levels concomitant with increased temperatures will experience higher than 

normal vapour pressure deficits (VPD)(Solomon et al. 2007). All of these climate alterations 

are expected to generally have negative impacts on agricultural production (Asseng et al. 

2015, Yinhong and Xiaoyi 2009). One tropical crop that will be affected is coffee, which 

constitutes an important source of revenue for an estimated 25 million small farmer’s world-

wide (Bigger and Hillocks 2007). In fact, recent research suggests that climatic change, in the 

form of increasing average night time temperatures, has already contributed significantly to 

the reductions of coffee yields observed in the Tanzanian highlands over the last 50 

years(Craparo et al. 2015). Other research suggests that climatic change will also decrease 

coffee production in other regions due to a combination of higher temperatures and drier 

atmospheric conditions (Davis et al. 2012a, Ovalle-Rivera et al. 2015),  

Although there is some information on the effects of temperature on coffee, less exists on the 

effects of RH on either Arabica or Robusta coffees. However, research on the effects of 

altered RH is increasing for other plants.  For example, variations in RH have been shown to 

influence plant growth (Ray et al. 2002, Burney, Davis and Lobell 2010, Lobell and Gourdji 

2012)as well as have an impact on important food production-related characteristics such as 

fruit set (Harel et al. 2014). A large field scale study on hybrid aspens has shown that 

increased RH levels lead to higher stomatal conductance at saturating light and to a lower 

intrinsic water-use efficiency (WUE) (Niglas et al. 2014). Physiological comparisons between 

two rose cultivars with marked differences in rates of leaf water loss after a transfer from high 

to low RH led to the suggestion that the different rates of water loss were mostly due to 

variations in stomatal closure rates, and that structural differences like stomatal size played 

smaller roles (Giday et al. 2014). Other work shows that higher RH levels can reduce abscisic 

acid (ABA) levels, and that this effect was linked to the induction of the abscisic acid (ABA) 

degrading enzyme ABA 8′-hydroxylase in both the vascular tissue and in guard cells, 

suggesting that ABA signalling may be involved in the response to changes in RH(Okamoto 

et al. 2009). More recently, Bauer et al. (2013) put forward evidence that ABA is a key 

regulator of the stomatal response to RH variations, and proposed that ABA synthesis within 

the guard cells is critical for the response to low RH because localized ABA production 

enables plants to react to changes in atmospheric RH very quickly (Bauer et al. 2013).    
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To improve our understanding of the potential impacts of changes in RH on Robusta coffee 

(Coffea canephora), at both high and low temperatures, we have examined the physiological 

consequences of a sudden, dramatic reduction in humidity (a ‘humidity shock’ or “HuS”) at 

three different temperatures. Then, to understand the genetic basis of these responses to the 

altered atmospheric conditions, we investigated changes in the expression of known and 

putative coffee heat stress, water stress and ABA signalling-related genes. The data obtained 

is discussed in terms of the links between the physiological and gene responses observed.   
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2.2. METHODS 

2.2.1. Plant Material 

Coffea canephora Robusta plants, varieties FRT07 were grown from somatic embryos 

produced in bioreactors. Individual plantlets obtained were moved to 0.5 L pots containing a 

mixture of peat, 2% Perlite, and approximately 0.4% lime 0.4% slow release fertilizer (pH 

5.8) and grown in a  greenhouse maintained at 25-30°C and with natural light only.  

To ensure a constant humidity above 80 - 85%, we placed the plants inside a plastic “tunnel” 

and regularly watered them to ensure they did not undergo any level of water stress. The 

plants were watered every 1-2 days. For the experiments, the plants used were generally 

between 8-16 months old and between 30 and 60 cm in height with an average of at least 6-8 

well developed leaf pairs.  

2.2.2. Humidity Shock Treatments 

In this chapter, a single coffee genotype (FRT07) was used to monitor variations in CO2 

assimilation, stomatal conductance, chlorophyll fluorescence and relative water content 

together with the molecular parameters (described in further sections V and VI) in response to 

a change in atmospheric water deficit. Plants were exposed to a sudden reduction in relative 

humidity by transferring them to a growth chamber (ERATIS®) in which the temperature, 

relative humidity and the light could be set to desired levels.  

The plants were initially acclimatized to their standard growing conditions (i.e. RH >80-85% 

at 25-30°C), equivalent to a vapour pressure deficit (VPD) of < 0.63 kPa in a greenhouse, as 

previously described in section I. A humidity shock was applied to the coffee plants by 

transferring them into the ERATIS® growth chamber at an irradiance of 50 µmol.m
-2

.s
-1

 with 

the different temperature and humidity conditions indicated. Other identically grown plants 

remained under the high humidity conditions as controls. The three atmospheric water 

deficitsused were:  

Condition 1: RH 30% and 27 ⁰C, (VPD 2.49 kPa);  

Condition 2: RH 30% and 35 ⁰C, (VPD 3.93 kPa);  

Condition 3: RH 30% and 42 ⁰C, (VPD 5.73 kPa).  

Each treatment was divided into several key stages, listed below, for physiological 

measurements and for collectionof material for RNA studies: 

 T0: 0 min: Measurements were made on plants subjected to the standard growing 

conditions (RH > 80-85%, 27⁰C (VPD 0.71-0.53kPa). Plants were then quickly placed in 

a humid plastic box covered with a plastic bag to keep the humidity high and to minimize 
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any variations during the transfer to the growth chamber. Less than one minute was 

required to transfer the plants from the greenhouse to the growth chamber.   

 T1: 15 min: Measurements were made 15 min after transfer to Condition 1 or 2 or 3. T2: 

30 min after transfer Condition 1 or 2 or 3.  

 T3: 45 min after transfer to Condition 1 or 2 or 3 

 T4: 120 min after transfer to Condition 1 or 2 or 3 

 T5: 24H after transfer back to RH>80-85%% and 27⁰C. (VPD 0.71 - 0.53kPa) 

At least two independent experiments were carried out for each condition (n=3) 

 T5: 24H after transfer back to RH>80-85%% and 27⁰C. (VPD 0.71 - 0.53kPa) 

At least two independent experiments were carried out (n=3). 

2.2.3. Physiological Measurements 

2.2.3.1. Measurements of relative water content (RWC) 

At each time point, a leaf was harvested from the mid region of the plant and divided in half 

along its midrib axis with a scalpel,with one half used for determining the relative water 

content (RWC) and the other half immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, followed by storage 

at -80⁰C for later RNA extraction.  

To measure RWC, 2-3 leaf disks, of approximately 1 or 2 cm
2
 were taken from one half of the 

fresh leaf sample, immediately weighed and then rehydrated in distilled water over-night in 

50 ml Falcon® tubes. The fully hydrated (turgid) leaf disks were weighed after first removing 

any excess water, and the leaf disks then dried in an oven at 65⁰C for approximately 24 hours. 

The dried leaf disks were then weighed and returned to the incubator and reweighed 

periodically until they reached a constant weight. The relative water content was determined 

using the formula (Gonzalez and Gonzalez 2001)  

RWC=
(𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒉 𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕−𝒅𝒓𝒚 𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕)

(𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒅 𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕 –𝒅𝒓𝒚 𝒘𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
 𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎) 

2.2.3.2. Fluorescence Measurements 

At each time point, fluorescence measurements were taken for two tagged leaves; one upper 

leaf, which was always the second significant pair from the apex, and one lower leaf, which 

was generally at least 3 leaf pairs below the upper leaf. Measurements were made using a 

portable pulse amplitude modulation fluorimeter (HandyPea, Hansatech, King’s Lynn 

Norfolk, and UK). Each leaf was dark adapted for 10 minutes, using the specific leaf-clips 

supplied by the manufacturer and the Fv/Fm values were measured after applying a short pulse 

of saturating light (one second at 1500 µmol.m
-2

.s
-1

). 
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2.2.3.3. Photosynthesis and Related Measurements 

CO2 assimilation (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) were measured on the same two leaves 

used for the fluorescence measurements with a Li-COR 64000Xt infra-red gas analyser, using 

a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) of 1000 µmol.m
-2

.s
-1

, an ambient CO2 

concentration of 400 µmol.mol
-1

, a chamber relative humidity of 30-40% and a leaf 

temperature of 27⁰C.  Measurements were recorded when A, gs and Ci reached stable levels. 

The measurements were made following the protocol detailed in the manual provided by the 

manufacturer.  

2.2.4. Gene Expression Measurements 

2.2.4.1. RNA Extraction 

Leaf samples were ground into a powder using  liquid nitrogen and total RNA was extracted 

using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen®) following  the suppliers protocol, with the 

addition of an on-column RNase-free DNase I treatment (Qiagen®) as noted below. 

Once the material was homogenized, approximately 100mg was added to each 2 ml 

Eppendorf tube containing 450µl RTL buffer. The tubes were then vortexes rigorously for a 

few seconds and placed at 56°C for three minutes to facilitate the lysis. Following that 

incubation step, the lysate was poured into QIAshredder spin columns and centrifuged for two 

minutes at full speed. The supernatant was carefully descanted into a new 2ml micro-

centrifuge tube. Half the volume of 100% ethanol was added to the supernatant and mixed by 

pipetting. The sample was then transferred to the RNeasy spin column (pink), the lid was 

gently closed. They were centrifuged for 15 seconds at 8,000g and the flow through was 

discarded. 350µl of RW1 buffer was added to the pink spin column, the lid was gently closed, 

the samples were centrifuged again at 8,000g for 15 seconds and flow through was discarded. 

80µl of DNase I solution, preliminary prepared following the protocol provided in the RNase-

free DNase I treatment (Qiagen®) kit, were added to each sample. 15 minutes of incubation 

step was allowed for efficient treatment. Again 350µl of RW1 buffer was added to each tube 

after incubation. The lid was gently closed, the samples were centrifuged again at 8,000g for 

15 seconds and flow through was discarded. 500µl of RPE buffer was added to the pink spin 

column, centrifuged at 8,000g for 15 seconds and flow through was discarded. Another 500µl 

of RPE buffer was added to the pink spin column and centrifuged at 8,000g for 2 minutes. 

The RNeasy spin column was removed and transferred to a 2ml tube, discarding the old one 

containing the flow through. The new tubes were then centrifuged at full speed for 1 minute. 

The RNeasy spin column is then transferred to a 1.5ml collection tube. 50µl of RNase free 
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water was directly added into the spin column membrane. The tubes were then centrifuged for 

1 minute at 8,000g. 

2.2.4.2. RNA Quantity and Quality Control 

Quality and quantity assessment of the total RNA was performed using the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer®. All reagents were allowed to equilibrate to room temperature for 30 minutes 

before use. The RNA 6000 Nano dye concentrate should be protected from light while 

bringing it to room temperature. 550 µl of Agilent RNA 6000 Nano gel matrix (red) were 

placed into the top receptacle of a spin filter. The spin filter is then centrifuged for 10 minutes 

at 1500 g ± 20 %. The filtered gel obtained was divided into several 65µl aliquots in 0.5 ml 

RNase- free microfuge tubes that are included in the kit. Those aliquots can be stored at 4 °C 

and used within one month. The RNA 6000 Nano dye was vigorously vortexed for 10 seconds 

and quickly centrifuged.  1 µl of dye was then added to a 65 µl aliquot of filtered gel. The 

tube was well mixed by vortex and centrifuged for 10 minutes at room temperature at 13000 

g. A new RNA Nano chip was placed on the chip priming station. A volume of 9µl of dye-gel 

mix was dispensed at the bottom of the well-marked (G). The plunger of the syringe was then 

pressed down until it is held by the clip. A waiting time of 30 seconds is required before a 

release the plunger with the clip release mechanism. Visually, the plunger was inspected until 

it moves back at least to the 0.3 ml mark. Then after 5 seconds, the plunger was slowly pulled 

back to the 1 ml position.  The chip priming station was then open and 9.0 µl of the gel- dye 

mix were added in each of the wells marked. Next step included to add 5 µl of the RNA 6000 

Nano marker (green) into the well marked with the ladder symbol and each of the 12 sample 

wells.  This extra “lower” marker fragment (Nano marker green l) was run with each of 

the samples to compensate for drift effects that may occur during the course of a chip run. 1 

µl of the RNA ladder was then added into the well-marked with the ladder symbol and 1 µl of 

each RNA sample into each of the 12 sample wells. To minimize secondary structure, RNA 

samples were previously heated at 70 °C for 2 minutes before loading on the chip. The chip 

was then vortexed for 60 seconds in the IKA vortex mixer before placing it in the Agilent 

2100 bioanalyzer. 

2.2.4.3. cDNA synthesis 

To obtain cDNA from each total RNA sample, two different commercial kits and protocols 

were used. In the first case, the Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen) was 

used as follows: 0.5 µg total RNA sample was added to 1µl oligo dT (18) (Sigma®) and made 
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up to a final volume of 13 µL with sterile RNase free water. This mixture was subsequently 

incubated at 65°C for 10 min and then rapidly cooled on ice. Next 4 µL of 5× first strand 

buffer, 1 µL of 0.1 M DTT, 1 µL of RNase Out Ribonuclease Inhibitor (Invitrogen), 1 µL of 

dNTP mix (10 mMeach) and 1µL SuperScript III RNase H-Reverse transcriptase (200 U 

µL
−1

) were added to make up a final volume of 20µl.  Subsequently, the reaction mix was 

incubated at 50°C for 60 min, followed with an enzyme inactivation step by heating at 70°C 

for 15 min.  

Alternatively, cDNA was prepared using the Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase kit from 

Roche. In this case, 0.5 µg total RNA plus 1µl Oligo dT (20) (Sigma®) was made up to 12 µL 

final volume with sterile RNase free water. This mixture was subsequently incubated at 65 °C 

for 10 min and then rapidly cooled on ice. Next, 4 µL of 5× Transcriptor RT buffer,  20 U 

RNase OUT Ribonuclease inhibitor, 1 µL of each dNTP (10 mMeach) and 10 U Transcriptor 

Reverse Transcriptase (Roche) were added to make up a final volume of 20 µL. The reaction 

was incubated at 55°C for 30 min, followed by enzyme inactivation at 85°C for 5 min and the 

samples stored at −20°C for later use in the QRT-PCR experiments. 

2.2.4.4. Quantitative RT-PCR 

Quantitative RT-PCR was carried out afterdiluting the cDNA 50 fold, using Taqman probes. 

Briefly 25 µl reactions were performed in a 1× Taqman Universal PCR master mix (Applied 

Biosystems®) with 800 nMof each gene-specific primer and 200 nMof the corresponding 

TaqMan probe.  5 μL of 50-fold diluted cDNA were used as a template, which corresponded 

to approximately 2.5 ng of the original RNA in each sample. The complete reaction mixture 

was then incubated at 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 amplification cycles 

of 15s at 95°C and finally 1 min at 60°C. Samples were quantified using either a Gene(r) Amp 

7500 or a Vii 7® Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems®). All the primer and 

Taqman probe sequences used are shown in the in Table 1.  The Ct values were obtained 

using the thresholds defined automatically by the software of the quantitative PCR apparatus 

for each gene’s specific primer/probe set. Using these output Ct values, the Relative 

Quantification (RQ) results were calculated using the ubiquitously expressed gene RPL39 

according to the ΔCt method, where RQ=2
–ΔCt

 and ΔCt = Cttarget_gene minus Ctrpl39 ref gene.   

2.2.4.5. Primer Efficiency 

The amplification efficiencies of the primers/probes sets were tested using various dilutions of 

the plasmid containing the corresponding gene and were all found to be near 100 %. When 
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plasmid DNA containing the gene was not available, diluted genomic DNA (Robusta FRT-

07) was used, and again the efficiencies were found to be close to 100%.   

2.2.4.6. Genomic Contamination Check 

Genomic DNA contamination of the cDNA samples was measured by quantitative RT-PCR 

using two Taqman primer-probe sets specific for the GOS gene; one amplifying specifically 

an intron/exon junction genomic sequence and the other amplifying only a sequence made 

generated after RNA splicing. All the samples showed at least a 5 - 6 Ct difference between 

cDNA and gDNA levels, indicating that any gDNA contamination was too low to 

significantly impact on the transcript measurements obtained. 

2.3. RESULTS 

It was previously noticed that when well watered young Robusta coffee plants growing under 

very high RH (>80%) were shifted to a much lower humidity, they rapidly exhibited water 

deficit-related characteristics, such as leaf drooping/wilting despite being adequately supplied 

with water. These visual effects could be seen within 15 min of the transfer to the lower 

humidity and some leaf necrosis was observed 24 hrs after returning plants to the original 

high humidity conditions, indicating that permanent damage had occurred. It was also noted 

that the severity of the drooping/wilting depended on the position and ages of the leaves, with 

upper, newer leaves generally more affected than lower leaves (see appendix 2). This rapid 

induction of atmospherically-related water deficits in leaves by the humidity shock (“HuS”) 

treatment presented a novel opportunity to study the impact of a reduction in atmospheric 

water vapour concentrations (RH) on photosynthesis and the expression of genes thought to 

be influenced by water availability, as well as observing any subsequent recovery 24 hrs after 

plants were returned to high humidity conditions. 

2.3.1. Impact of a Humidity Shock at Different Temperatures on Stomatal 

Conductance and Carbon Dioxide Assimilation 

The stomatal conductance data obtained is presented in Fig. 9A and B.The most dramatic 

effects on gs during the “HuS” treatment at 27°C occurred within 15 minutes for the upper 

and lower leaves, with values falling in the upper leaves from 0.165 to 0.062 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

 over 

this time period. Although the upper and lower leaves showed rapid declines during the first 

15 min at 27°C, the gs values for the lower leaves fell more during this initial period (from 

0.136 to 0.009 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

), and showed little further decline after 15 minutes. Interestingly, 

although no recovery in gs was seen for the upper leaves, some recovery occurred for the 
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lower leaves of the 27°C treated plants after the 1 day recovery period. Again, at 35°C, the 

decline in gs for the upper and lower leaves was also rapid, but, interestingly, the drop in gs 

was not as low as that seen for the upper or lower leaves at 27°C for the T=15 min 

measurement (0.097 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

 versus 0.035 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

 respectively for upper and lower 

leaves), followed by a more gradual drop. The gs values at 35°C rose slightly to 0.073 mol.m
-

2
.s

-1
 and 0.065 mol.m

-2
.s

-1
 respectively for the upper and lower leaves after the 1 day recovery 

period. Finally, at 42°C, a dramatic drop in gs was again seen at T=15 min for both upper and 

lower leaves. Values for gs for the upper leaves was close to those seen at 35°C, while gs for 

the lower leaves at 42°C was clearly higher than that at 35°C (T=15 min) for these leaves.  

After the 1 day recovery period, the gs values recovered somewhat for both the upper and 

lower leaves in the 42°C “HuS” shock treatment,  

The effects of the different “HuS” treatments on CO2 assimilation (A) for the upper and lower 

leaves at the various temperatures are illustrated in Figure 9 (Fig. 9C and D).  Generally, the 

response of both upper and lower leaves was relatively similar, that is, CO2 assimilation fell 

rapidly in response to the drop in humidity. However, a more detailed examination indicates   

some differences existed between the responses of these two sets of leaves, an observation 

that again supports the idea that leaf age/development impacts leaf physiology, and by 

extension, the response to atmospheric water deficit. One clear difference noted is that the 

drop in A was more pronounced for the upper versus lower leaves at T=15 and T=30 min at 

each temperature. For example, the T=15 min measurements at 42°C showed both sets of 

leaves lost CO2 at different rates (-1.45 µmol CO2 .m
-2

.s
-1 

for upper leaves and -0.478 µmol 

CO2 .m
-2

.s
-1

 for lower leaves).  It was also noted that, at the 2 hr time point, the A values for 

the upper leaves of the three “HuS” treatments merged to within a range of -0.01 to -0.32 

µmol CO2 .m
-2

.s
-1

, and showed  very little change after the recovery period.  Regarding the 

lower leaves, the drop in A at 27°C and 35°C were relatively similar.  But at 42°C, A clearly 

dropped further at T= 15 min than at 27°C or 35°C for this set of leaves. When assimilation 

was measured for the lower leaves 24 hrs after the return to the high humidity conditions, a 

noticeable recovery was seen in the assimilation rates for the lower leaves of plants treated at 

27°C and 35°C, but not at 42°C. 
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Figure 8: Stomatal conductance and CO2 assimilation measurements on Coffea canephora plants subjected to a 

humidity shock at different temperatures. A: gs; for upper leaves; B: gs for lower leaves; C: A for upper leaves, 

D: A for lower leaves. The data presented here for the treated plants represents measurements from two 

independent humidity shock experiments. Values are n=6 ±SD for treated plants and n=9±SD for control plants. 

 

2.3.2. Impact of the Different Humidity Shock Treatments on Chlorophyll Fluorescence 

The impact of changing RH on the Fv/Fm values for “upper” and “lower” leaves of plants 

subjected to the different “HuS” treatments, as well as after the 24 hours recovery period, is 

shown in Fig. 10. At 27°C, the upper and lower leaves responded differently to the “HuS” 

treatment. The upper leaves exhibited a small, gradual decline in Fv/Fm over the treatment 

period, which continued to some extent after the plants had been returned to the original 

growth conditions. In contrast, the lower leaves showed only a slight decrease in Fv/Fm in the 

early part of the treatment, and then returned to more normal levels by the end of the 

treatment. It was noted, however, that the stronger response from the upper leaves became 

more variable as the treatment continued, indicating that the upper leaves of the different 

plants in these experiments were reacting differently as the treatment lengthened. For the 

35°C “HuS” treatment, the upper leaves showed significantly larger declines in Fv/Fm as the 

treatment time increased, as compared to data from plants exposed to the “HuS” at 27°C. The 

A B 

D C 
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decline seen at 35°C for the upper leaves appeared to consist of two stages, first, a rapid 

decline up to approximately 45 min, followed by a second slower decline to the end of the 

treatment (T= 2 hrs), which continued during the 1 day recovery period. As observed for the 

27°C “HuS” treatment, the response of the lower leaves at 35°C was different to that seen for 

the upper leaves.  There was a much smaller decrease in Fv/Fm up to T= 45 min than seen for 

the upper leaves, and after this time, the values slowly increased up to the 2 hr time point.  

During the 1 day recovery period, a further small increase was seen in Fv/Fm at 35°C, with the 

final values approaching those of the controls. In contrast to results for 27°C and 35°C, the 

Fv/Fm data for the 42°C “HuS” experiment showed that both the upper and lower leaves 

reacted in a similar way.  In this case, each set of leaves showed a near linear decrease in 

Fv/Fm as the treatment progressed, although the fall was slightly more rapid in the upper 

leaves compared to the lower leaves. No recovery in Fv/Fm was seen for either the upper or 

lower leaves after the 24 hour recovery period in the 42°C “HuS” treatment.  
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Figure 9: Measurement of leaf chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) of Coffea canephora plants subjected to a 

humidity shock at different temperatures. (A): upper leaves;(B): lower leaves. The measurements were taken on 

the same leaves as used in Figure 9. The legends are the same as in Figure 9. 

2.3.3. Effect of Temperature on Leaf Water Loss During a Humidity Shock 

The gs data shown in Fig. 9 Panel A implies that the stomata closed rapidly to reduce water 

loss when plants were shifted from >80% RH to 30% RH. In order to access the impact of this 

on leaf water content, we sampled one leaf from roughly mid-way between the upper and 

lower leaves of the same plants used for the experiments in Fig. 9 and 10, and determined the 

relative water content (RWC). The assumption made for these “intermediate leaves” was that 

their physiological characteristics would be approximately “intermediate” between those seen 

for the upper and lower leaves. The RWC data obtained (Fig. 11) shows that the leaves 

rapidly underwent dehydration, with the vast majority of the water loss occurring within the 

A 

B 
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first 15 minutes for all the “HuS” treatments.  It is also obvious that there was a greater water 

loss at the higher temperatures. After this rapid “drying” period, the RWC values surprisingly 

began to increase again around the 45 minute time point for each temperature.  After the 24 

hrs recovery period, the leaves from the 27°C treatment exhibited a strong recovery in RWC, 

while leaves from plants exposed to 42°C showed only a partial recovery of RWC after 24 

hrs. The recovery of the leaves from the 35°C “HuS” treatment exhibited properties 

intermediate between the 27°C and 42°C plants.  

 

Figure 10 :Measurements ofLeaf Relative Water Content of Coffea canephora plants subjected to a humidity 

shock at different temperatures. At each of the time points noted, single leaves located between the upper and 

lower leaves were harvested from the non-watered and control plants used in Figure 9. 

2.3.4. Impact on Heat and Drought Responsive Genes 

To determine any alterations in gene expression that occured in parallel with the physiological 

changes, we examined the quantitative expression of a number of genes associated with heat 

as well as dehydration stress in “intermediate” leaves. We first looked at the expression of a 

predicted coffee gene encoding an ER located coffee heat shock protein CcHSP90-7, which is 

the putative coffee orthologue of the Arabidopsis gene HSP90-7 (Krishna and Gloor 2001). 

The quantitative expression data obtained (Fig. 12) shows that CcHSP90-7 transcript levels 

were low and unchanged during the “HuS” treatment at 27°C, whilst during the 35°C “HuS” 

treatment there was a small, but clear induction of transcripts as the treatment progressed. At 

35°C, the highest transcript levels were seen at T = 120 min, then decreased significantly 

during the 24 hrs recovery period. In contrast to the two lower temperatures, CcHSP90 was 

induced strongly during the “HuS” treatment at 42°C, with transcript levels starting to rise at 
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T=15 min, and again peaking at T=2 hrs, followed by a dramatic decline to near control levels 

after the 24 hrs recovery period. We then examined the expression of the coffee CcDH1a 

gene, which is well known to be strongly induced during a classical drought stress(Brombini 

and Mazzafera 2012, Simkin et al. 2008). Fig. 4 shows that the transcript levels of DH1a rose 

significantly during the 27°C treatment, with the highest values seen at the end of this “HuS” 

treatment (T =2 hrs). The levels of DH1a transcripts then fell dramatically in these plants after 

the 24 hrs recovery period. Unexpectedly, when the “HuS” treatment was carried out at 35°C, 

only a small increase in DH1a transcripts was observed, and the peak was seen earlier. The 

DH1a transcript levels for the 35°C “HuS” treatment then fell back at T=2 hrs, and returned to 

very low levels after the 24 hrs recovery period. At 42°C, again only a very low induction of 

DH1a was seen, with transcript levels peaking at T=2 hrs and falling back during the recovery 

period.    
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Figure 11 : Quantitative expression analysis of the Predicted Heat Shock Protein Gene (CcHSP90) and the 

drought inducible gene CcDH1a during a humidity shock treatment at different temperatures. Panel A: 

CcHSP90 expression at different temperatures. Panel B:CcDH1a expression at different temperatures. For each 

figure, measurements were made at different times during the course of the experiment (time course). The data 

presented represents n=3 ±SD for each time point. Statistical analyses were performed using the Tukey Test of 

differences between individual means compared to T= 0 min (*P < 0.1; **P < 0.05). 

 

Next we examined the effects on the expression of genes encoding transcription factors 

involved in the regulation of drought stress, such Dehydration-Responsive-Element-Binding 

(DREB) genes within the APETALA2 (AP2) gene family involved in regulating the 

expression of various stress-responsive genes(Lata and Prasad 2011b, Liu et al. 2013). 

Recently, a coffee DREB gene family member was shown to be drought-inducible 

(DREB1;(Marraccini et al. 2012a), so we examined the expression of this gene. The data 

presented in Fig. 13 show that during the 27°C “HuS” treatment, a clear increase of 

CcDREB1 transcripts was detected at T=45, although a small rise in transcripts may have 

already begun by T=30 min. The CcDREB1 levels then fell back slightly at T=2 hrs, and 

declined significantly after the 24 hrs recovery period. In contrast, there was a much sharper 

and greater increase in CcDREB1 transcripts associated with the 35°C “HuS” treatment which 

peaked around T=45 min, then fell dramatically to low levels after T=2 hrs and remained 

almost undetectable after the recovery period.  At 42°C,  CcDREB1 transcript levels were 

somewhat similar to that observed at 27°C, although the low induction now occurred earlier, 
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with peak levels seen at T=30 min.  The transcript levels then dropped at T=45 min and were 

hardly detectable at T=2 hrs or after the recovery period. As several MYB genes have been 

implicated in drought stress signalling in plants(Katiyar et al. 2012), we examined the 

expression of a MYB gene sequence (now called CcMyb102 SI-4) that has significant 

similarity to the drought inducible Arabidopsis gene AtMYB 102 and is induced in coffee 

leaves during a classical drought stress, as well as in small in-vitro plantlets after a transfer to 

media containing ABA (Lepelley, Perrois, Berry, and McCarthy, unpublished observations). 

The expression data obtained (Fig. 13) confirms that CcMYB102 is weakly induced during a 

27°C “HuS” treatment. The highest levels of transcripts were found after T=2 hrs, and then 

fell after the 24 hour recovery period.  Although the induction pattern of this gene at 35°C 

was quite similar to that seen at 27°C, the increase in transcript levels was significantly 

amplified, with a roughly 10 fold higher level of transcripts at T=2 hrs.The transcript levels 

then declined dramatically after the recovery period. At 42°C, the transcription pattern found 

for CcMYB102 was most similar to that seen during the 27°C “HuS” treatment. 

 

Figure 12 : Quantitative expression analysis of dehydration stress induced coffee transcription factor genes 

CcDREB1 and CcMyb102 during a humidity shock treatment at different temperatures.Panel A: CcDREB1 

expression at different temperatures. Panel B:  CcMyb102 expression at different temperatures.The legends and 

the statistical analysis are as in Figure 12. 
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2.3.5. Induction of Genes in the ABA and Senescence Pathways 

As NCED3 is a key gene in the synthesis of ABA(Gonz lez and Gonz lez-Vilar 2001, Tan et 

al. 2003), and we have previously shown the Robusta coffee gene CcNCED3 is induced 

during a classical drought stress treatment(Simkin et al. 2008), we looked at the expression of 

this gene during the different treatments. The data presented in Fig. 14 indicates that the level 

of CcNCED3 only increased very slightly during the 27°C “HuS” treatment, with the 

transcript levels potentially rising very slowly from T=30 min up to the T=2 hrs time point, 

then falling back to basal levels after the 24 hour recovery period. In contrast, during the 35°C 

“HuS” treatment, a very significant induction of CcNCED3 was seen, with peak transcript 

levels observed at T=45 min, levels falling back significantly at T=2 hrs, and then dropping 

further after the 24 hour recovery period. Significantly, during the 42°C “HuS” treatment, 

little induction of CcNCED3 was detected. Another gene associated with ABA signalling is 

the Arabidopsis ATAF1 transcription factor (Arabidopsis thaliana ACTIVATING FACTOR 

1. As the Arabidopsis ATAF1 gene appears to have an important influence on ABA levels, we 

identified a coffee orthologue and examined the expression of this gene (CcATAF1; SI-5) 

during the different temperature “HuS” treatments. The results in Fig. 14 show that CcATAF1 

transcript levels increased during the “HuS” at 27°C, with values clearly starting to rise at T 

=45 min up to T=2 hrs. The levels then fell back to near T=0 levels after the 24 hour recovery 

period. During the 35°C “HuS” treatment, the increase in CcATAF1 levels occurred earlier, 

rising strongly at T=30 min, and peaking at T=45 min.  CcATAF1 transcript levels actually 

fell significantly by T=2 hrs. As seen for the 27°C “HuS” treatment, CcATAF1 transcript 

levels fell to near T=0 levels after the 24 hour recovery period. Finally, expression of 

CcATAF1 during the 42°C “HuS” treatment indicates that no significant increase in transcript 

levels occurred during any stage of this treatment. 
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Figure 13: Quantitative expression analysis of candidate genes for ABA drought signalling in coffee during the 

different humidity shock treatments. Panel A: CcNCED3 expression at different temperatures. Panel B: 

CcATAF1.The legends and the statistical analysis are as in Figure 12. 

ABA also influences plant leaf senescence and it is thought some overlap(s) exist between 

dehydration response signalling and senescence signalling(Lee et al. 2011, Liang et al. 2014). 

It was possible that one or more of the treatments could induce senescence signalling, so we 

therefore identified coffee orthologues for two genes strongly associated with senescence in 

other plants (see SI-6 and SI-7), and examined their expression. The first senescence related 

gene we studied was a putative coffee orthologue for the Arabidopsis NON-YELLOW 

COLORING gene (NYC1/NYE1), which is involved in an early step of chlorophyll 

degradation, the conversion of chl b to 7-hydroxymethyl chl a(Ren et al. 2007, Jibran et al. 

2015). Figure 15 shows that no major induction occurred for the CcNYE1 gene during the 

27°C “HuS” treatment. The expression pattern for the 35°C treatment showed there was a 

clear rise in transcript at T=2 hrs, and the levels fell significantly after the 24 hour recovery 

period.”  However, the expression pattern of CcNYE1 changed significantly at 42°C, with a 

strong induction of transcripts seen up to T=2 hrs, and increasing further during the 24 hour 

recovery period. The second gene associated with senescence is the putative coffee orthologue 

of the Arabidopsis transcription factor ABF2 gene, which is involved in ABA/drought 

signalling(Yoshida et al. 2010), and ABA/senescence signalling(Garapati et al. 2015). 
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Figure15 shows that at 27°C, no clear increase in CcABF2 transcripts occurred as the 

treatment progressed. In contrast, at 35°C, there was a significant increase in CcABF2 

transcripts at T=45 min, after which, the levels fell back significantly at T=2 hrs, then 

decreased further after the recovery period. At 42°C, expression of CcABF2 was similar to 

that seen at 35°C up to T=45 min, but then instead of decreasing at T=2 hrs as observed at 

35°C, the transcript levels increased further at this higher temperature up to a peak at T=2 hrs.  

As at 35°C, the transcript levels of CcABF2 decreased significantly after the recovery from 

the 42°C “HuS” treatment. 

 

 

Figure 14: Quantitative expression analysis of candidate genes for leaf senescence in coffee during the different 

humidity shock treatments. Panel A: CcNYC1 expression at different temperatures. Panel B: CcABF2.The 

legends and the statistical analysis are as in Figure 12. 
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2.4. DISCUSSION 

Over the last 10-15 years, production of C. canephora in Brazil has been extended intodrier 

regions, such as the states of Espirito Santo and Western Bahia. Because these regions have 

lower, less regular rainfall than found in many natural C. canephorahabitats, irrigation is 

required to supplement rainfall deficits(Brombini and Mazzafera 2012). Much of this newer 

production also uses little or no shade (Jha et al. 2014, Bertrand et al. 2011) and will thus be 

subjected to generally lower and more variable atmospheric humidity levels than shade grown 

plants. Tobetter understand the challenges for coffee production due to changes in 

atmospheric humidity, in conjunction with higher temperatures, this work set out to examine 

the effects of an abrupt reduction in humidity and its interaction with temperature.  

Examination of the stomatal conductance data from the plants treated with a 27°C “Humidity 

Shock” shows that gs fell further, and faster, for lower versus upper leaves within 15 mins, 

and potentially lost less water. Interestingly however, after approximately 30 minutes of the 

27°C “HuS” treatment, the intermediate leaves began to show a recovery in RWC, implying 

that these leaves, whose stomata are presumably closed, were being resupplied with water. 

The Fv/Fm data for both upper and lower leaves of the 27°C “HuS” treatment (Fig. 10) also 

indicated that they reacted differently towards this “HuS” treatment, with the Fv/Fm values for 

the upper leaves showing a gradual decrease during this treatment while the Fv/Fm values of 

the lower leaves showed little change. The clear alteration in PSII photochemistry observed 

for upper leaves, but not for lower leaves at 27°C, is also consistent with the idea that more 

water was lost from upper versus lower leaves at this temperature, and potentially leads to 

more damage from reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to increased dehydration stress(Baxter  

and Suzuki 2014). The data for the 35°C “HuS” treatment also indicates that stomata from the 

lower leaves closed faster than those of the upper leaves at this temperature. However, it is 

noted that the drop in gsfor the lower and upper leaves at 35°C was less than that seen for the 

respective sets of leaves at 27°C. Thus, raising the temperature for the “HuS” from 27°C to 

35°C apparently has a negative influence on signalling that causes rapid stomatal closure, at 

least up to T=15 min, for both the upper and lower leaves.  This observation anticipates that 

there should be more leaf water loss at 35°C than at 27°C, and this was confirmed by the 

RWC measurements (Fig. 11) which showed that there was a small, but clear decrease in leaf 

water content for intermediate leaves at 35°C versus 27°C at the stages T=15 and T=30 

min.The Fv/Fm data at 35°C (Fig. 10) could indicates more PSII damage in the upper leaves at 

35°C versus 27°C, consistent with the idea that there is more water loss at the higher 
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temperature. The same tendency, albeit less pronounced, was also seen for the lower leaves, 

with a small increase in Fv/Fm related PSII damage detected at 35°C versus 27°C. The greater 

temperature-induced effects on PSII chemistry observed for upper leaves versus lower leaves 

at 35°C is again consistent with the difference in gs values at T=15 min between these leaves 

at this temperature and implies that the rate of stomatal closure for the lower leaves at 35°C is 

enough to prevent water deficit-related damage of PSII during the 2 hour treatment. In this 

context, it will be interesting in the future to look for more sensitive indicators of leaf damage 

such as measuring malondialdehyde levels  or other measures for leaf damage/necrosis(Xu et 

al. 2013). In agreement with the proposal that elevated temperatures impede stomatal closure 

and increase leaf water loss, when the “HuS” treatment was carried out at 42°C, both the 

upper, and to a great extent the lower leaves, showed a higher gs at T=15 min versus the two 

lower temperatures (at T=15 min). And, predictably, the leaf water loss was also greatest at 

42°C (Fig. 11). Both sets of leaves also showed similar dramatic decreases in Fv/Fm as the 

time of treatment increased, indicating that, at 42°C, the PSII chemistry of both sets of leaves 

underwent extensive damage. Additional work is necessary to determine how much of the 

negative effects seen here on the PSII chemistry at 42°C were due to the water loss, and how 

much were due to perturbations in leaf chemistry/biochemistry caused by the higher 

temperatures. Experiments in which the plants are treated with ABA to induce stomatal 

closure before a high temperature “HuS” treatment could be illuminating in this regard.   

To uncover gene expression changes caused by the “HuS” at different temperatures, 

quantitative expression analysis was carried out for a number of coffee genes known, or 

predicted, to be induced by different abiotic stresses. As this analysis was done on 

“intermediate” leaves, it was assumed these leaves had physiological responses that were 

approximately “intermediate” between those of the upper and lower leaves. Because high 

temperatures were used, we examined the expression of CcHSP90-7, the probable orthologue 

of AtHSP90-7. This protein is an N-terminal KDEL protein found in the ER, a location 

thought to harbour one of the plant’s “heat sensors” that detect excessive heat and trigger the 

heat shock response (Mittler and Goloubinoff 2012).  No significant induction of CcHSP90-7 

was seen at 27°C, but at 35°C, a clear induction occurred, and at 42°C, the induction was even 

higher. This result suggests that sensing/signalling of high temperatures is key for the 

induction of this heat shock gene, and possibly its induction is much less influenced by 

drought signalling. It has previously been shown using semi-quantitative PCR(Brombini and 

Mazzafera 2012)and quantitative RT-PCR (Simkin et al. 2008) that the coffee DH1a gene 
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isstrongly induced in leaves under classical soil/substrate water deficits.The data presented 

here shows that while DH1a was also induced by a “HuS”, the induction of this gene was 

unexpectedly also found to be quite temperature dependent, with induction decreasing 

substantially as the temperature of the “HuS” increased. This effect of rising temperatures on 

the expression of a dehydrin has not, to our knowledge, been described in detail before, and 

thus it will be interesting in the future to determine if functionally related LEA genes 

(Battaglia et al. 2008) are similarly affected.  

We then examined the expression of several genes encoding transcription factors involved in 

regulating the dehydration stress response. Expression analysis was first done for CcDREB1, 

a member of the dehydration-responsive element binding protein/C-repeat binding factor -

DREB/CBF- transcription factor family (Lata and Prasad 2011b). In agreement with earlier 

data indicating that this gene is induced by drought, and by a 27°C “HuS” treatment(Thioune 

et al 2014), the data in Fig. 5 shows CcDREB1 was induced at both 27°C and 35°C, and 

exhibited a slight shift in the timing and level of induction as the temperature rose from 27°C 

to 35°C.  At 42°C however, the expression of DREB1 was quite different, with only small, 

early increases in transcript levels detected during this treatment, suggesting that signalling 

for CcDREB1 induction may be somehow disrupted at the highest temperature. We also 

examined the expression of CcMYB102, a putative orthologue of transcription factor 

AtMYB102 that participates in drought signalling in Arabidopsis (Denekamp and Smeekens 

2003). The data obtained confirmed earlier observations (Thioune et al. 2014) that there is a 

relatively weak increase in CcMyb102 transcripts during a 27°C “HuS” treatment, but 

additionally showed that this gene was much more strongly induced when the “HuS” was 

carried out at 35°C. Interestingly, no clear induction of CcMYB102 was seen at 42°C, and the 

low level of transcripts detected during the 42°C “HuS” appeared much more variable over 

the treatment, suggesting that this gene may become deregulated by the “HuS” treatment at 

this high temperature.  

ABA is a central signalling molecule in the response to dehydration stress(Okamoto et al. 

2013, Yoshida et al. 2015). Therefore, we accessed the expression of two genes predicted to 

be directly involved in ABA signalling in coffee. The first gene, CcNCED3, encodes an 

enzyme involved in ABA synthesis (Tan et al. 2003) and is induced during a classical drought 

stress(Simkin et al. 2008, Spiers et al. 2015). The second gene studied, CcATAF1 gene is a 

putative orthologue of the Arabidopsis gene AtAFAF1 that binds to the NCED3 promoter, 

implicating it in the regulation of NCED3 and ABA synthesis. Analysis of CcNCED3 and 
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CcATAF1 expression at 27°C showed that CcATAF1 is clearly induced while CcNCED3 

shows only a slight induction. At 35°C, expression was strongly induced for both genes, with 

CcNCED3 levels rising sharply, presumably leading to a much higher amount of NCED3 

enzyme and significant ABA synthesis. We speculate that the distinctly different induction 

patterns seen for these two key ABA signalling related genes at 27°C and 35°C could be a 

manifestation of significant differences in the signalling responses of leaves in reaction to 

these two “HuS” treatments (different VPDs). At 42°C, no clear induction of either 

CcNCED3 or CcATAF1 was observed. Interestingly, McAdams and Brodribb(McAdam and 

Brodribb 2016), have recently also found that leaves of Arabidopsis plants acclimatized to 

high RH, then subjected to a sharp reduction to 42% RH (i.e. an increase in VPD from 0.7 

kPa to 1.5 kPa), was associated with dramatic induction of the AtNCED3 gene. This induction 

was detected 20 minutes after the transition to low RH, and was accompanied by strong 

increase in ABA levels, which these authors attributed directly to the increased activity of the 

AtNCED3 encoded enzyme. The rapid rise of ABA apparently triggered by the induction of 

AtNCED3 was suggested to be responsible for the sharp decreases in gs detected during the 

20 min low RH treatment. It is noteworthy that both very rapid CcNCED3 induction and a 

parallel precipitous drop in gs, are described here for coffee.   

Leaf senescence is part of the final stage of leaf development and is controlled by a complex 

signalling network(Lim and Nam 2007, Thomas 2013). The regulation and timing of 

senescence is dictated not only by tissue age, but is also influenced by various environmental 

stresses, including dehydration stress and ABA signalling (Podzimska-Sroka et al. 2015). As 

the control of dehydration stress and senescence have some overlap, and little work has been 

done in coffee regarding senescence and abiotic stress, we decided to examine the expression 

of two putative senescence-associated genes (SAGs) of coffee during the different 

temperature “HuS” treatments. The data obtained (Fig.7) shows transcripts for the ABA 

associated transcription factor CcABF2 rose imperceptibly during the 27°C treatment, and 

there was no induction detected for the CcNYE1 gene, which presumably encodes the coffee 

orthologue of a well characterized Arabidopsis chlorophyll degrading enzyme that is 

intimately involved in leaf senescence(Ren et al. 2007). At 35°C, CcABF2 transcript levels 

clearly rose slightly at T=45 min, then dropped, while a slight induction of CcNYE1 transcript 

levels was only detected at T=2 hrs. In contrast, a strong, potentially inter-related induction of 

both genes occurred towards the end of the 42°C “HuS” treatment.   Interestingly, the 

transcripts levels of CcNYE1, in contrast to CcABF2, did not fall as they did at 35°C, but 
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increased further during the 24 hrs recovery time. A recent report by Zhao et al 2016 has 

indicated that in Arabidopsis, ABA can induce senescence via an ethylene independent 

pathway by activating sucrose non-fermenting 1 related protein kinase 2s, which in turn, 

phosphorylates ABA responsive element binding transcription factors (ABFs), especially 

ABF2(Zhao et al. 2016). Thus, the fact that the coffee ABF2 orthologue is highly induced at 

42°C, has low induction at 35°C, and has a very similar expression pattern to the senescence 

gene CcNYE1, suggests this coffee transcription factor is likely to be involved in amplifying a 

leaf senescence signal in coffee, and thereby potentially participate in a transition from a 

“dehydration induced stress response” towards a “dehydration induced senescence response”.       

Although the expression of a relatively small, select set of genes was followed, the results 

presented clearly indicate that increasing temperatures can dramatically alter the pattern of 

gene expression changes seen during the “HuS” stress applied here. Together, the physiology 

and gene expression data presented suggest that the lowest temperature treatment is associated 

with the weakest overall “dehydration stress” response. This is illustrated by the observation 

that, of the three treatments, the plants subjected to a “HuS” at 27°C showed fastest stomatal 

closure, lowest Fv/Fm related PSII damage, and little or no induction of genes associated with 

heat and dehydration stress responses or senescence.  In addition, the 27°C treated plants 

exhibited the highest induction of transcripts encoding putatively “protective” proteins like 

dehydrins. In contrast, plants treated at a higher temperature (35°C) exhibited slower stomatal 

closure (especially for the upper leaves) that was coupled with increased  Fv/Fm related 

damage and the induction of genes encoding  abiotic stress related transcription factors, as 

well as a gene directly involved in ABA production (CcNCED3). Because these changes were 

observed during the first 30 minutes of the 35°C “HuS” treatment, it appears that the 

detection/ signalling of the dehydration stress could be occurring locally in individual leaves, 

and not, for example, from systemic ABA signalling from other parts of the plant(Bauer et al. 

2013, Chater et al. 2015).Several studies have demonstrated the existence ofa pronounced 

difference in the sensitivity patterns for humidity and ABA, suggesting that the low-humidity-

induced signalling pathway and the ABA-dependent signalling pathway for stomatal closure 

may be differently affected among the individual ecotypes . Earlier, Assmann et al. (2000) 

measured stomatal responses to humidity in ABA-deficient (aba1) and ABA-insensitive 

(abi1-1 and abi2-1) mutants . The ability of the guard cells to sense changes in humidity was 

not diminished even in plants with dramatically altered ABA levels or ABA-sensing 

mechanisms. These findings appear to conflict with the results of Xie et al. (2006), who found 
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disruptions in both RH signal transduction and the ABA-signalling network in 

the aba2 and ost1 mutants. 

Finally, it is noted that the leaf RWC data (Fig. 3) indicates that up to approximately T= 15-

30 min, the leaves were losing water faster than they were being resupplied via the plant 

hydraulic system. Interestingly, this apparent “water resupply” problem appeared to be 

reversed in parallel with the induction of the dehydration stress genes, suggesting that these 

events may be related. However, further work is needed to determine, for example, if the 

RWC increases detected around T=30-45 min were simply due to the transpiration rate falling 

below the continuous resupply rate, or some local signalling occurred that induced an 

increased rate of entry of water into the leaves. In conclusion, the data presented here suggests 

that each increase in temperature for the “HuS” treatment results in a new unique 

reprogramming of gene expression in the leaf, presumably to enable the plant to optimally 

respond to the level VPD induced stresses encountered under those specific conditions. 

New studies generating more extensive transcription data should be very helpful to identify 

the gene networks associated with altered responses to different levels of VPD stress, and 

such information could ultimately be useful to breeders developing new “climate smart” 

coffee varieties. Finally, we note that studying multiple stresses simultaneously is likely to 

become more important in the future, particularly in light of recent research, such as that with 

maize and tall fescue, which indicate that combined tolerance to drought and heat could be 

genetically distinct from tolerance to the individual stresses alone(Cairns et al. 2013, Sermons 

et al. 2012). 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Coffee is considered as a “water spender” crop because it is indigenous to African regions 

characterized by high atmospheric humidity and high rainfall (PINHEIRO et al. 2005). 

Therefore, a small increase in average temperature and/or even moderate water deficits could 

significantly decrease yields. 

Drought is considered to be the major environmental stress affecting coffee production” 

(DaMatta et al. 2006). Coffee yield is heavily dependent upon achieving the right balance of 

available soil water to achieve optimum plant water status. In some marginal regions with no 

irrigation, coffee yields may be decreased by as much as 80 % in very dry years (DaMatta et 

al. 2006).In order to flower, coffee plants require a few months of dry weather followed by 

warm rain showers. Due to the unpredictable weather conditions, coffee bushes can flower at 

different times producing coffee berries at different stages of maturity, which directly 

influences harvesting procedures (Maoncha 2013). In the case of severe drought, flowering 

can be affected; leading to abortion of developing fruits, and under extreme conditions it may 

even cause plant death (Camargo 2010).Photosynthesis is one of the key physiological 

parameters known to be altered by water deficit(Chaves and Pinheiro 2009, Ashraf and Harris 

2013). Photosynthetic inhibition in coffee plants was shown in many studies to be mainly due 

to stomatal closure under water deficit (Cavatte et al. 2012, Marraccini et al. 2012b, Pinheiro 

et al. 2004). However, non-stomatal limitation of photosynthesis, possibly associated with the 

decrease of Rubisco regeneration and carboxylation, could also occur(Kanechi et al. 1996, Da 

Matta and Barros 1998, DaMatta et al. 2002). Physiological characterization of C. 

canephora var. Conilon clones, that presented differential response to water deficit revealed 

differences in root depth, stomatal control of water use and long-term water use efficiencies 

(WUE) (Damatta et al. 2006). In another study, (Lima et al. 2002) suggested that enhanced 

activity of antioxidant enzymes might also be involved in the drought tolerance mechanism. 

Extreme temperatures, depending on their intensity, may alter growth and survival of coffee 

plants (DaMatta et al. 2006)..Research on the effects of increasing temperature on coffee were 

mainly focused on C. arabica, which exhibits higher sensitivity to heat compared to C. 

canephora(Teixeira et al. 2015). The optimal growing temperature for C. arabica is 18-21°C 

(Damatta and Ramalho 2006). Development and ripening of C. arabica fruits are accelerated 

above 23°C, often leading to a generation of coffee beans with low quality (Camargo, 2009). 

Accordingly, continuous exposure to temperatures as high as 30°C could result in not only 

http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2012/04/17/jxb.ers103.full#ref-57
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depressed growth but also in abnormalities such as yellowing of leaves and growth of tumors 

at the base of the stem (Damatta and Ramalho 2006). Coffea arabica plants subjected to heat 

stress have an altered cell wall polymer profile, as well as structural changes within leaves, 

and possible damage to the chloroplasts(Lima et al. 2013). Others have shown that Coffea 

arabica growing without shade, and presumably subjected to higher temperatures, as well as 

higher light levels, exhibited significantly altered leaf metabolite profiles to those found in the 

leaves from shade grown plants (Martins et al. 2014).Much of theclassical work on coffee has 

also shown that photosynthesis is particularly sensitive toincreasedtemperatures (DaMatta et 

al. 2006). The alteration of photosynthesisin coffee plants exposed to elevated temperature 

wasrelated to stomatal closure and/or mesophyll impairments, the latter being progressively 

increased at temperatures above 26ºC (Nunes et al., 1973; Kumar and Tieszen, 1980). Taken 

together, these studies pointed to dramatic thermal effects on the coffee plants, although these 

extreme conditions are not usually observed under field conditions. Damatta et al. (2004)have 

shown that by increasing temperatures gradually (from 24ºC up to 33-35ºC) and with a 

sufficiently long acclimation time, Arabica plants were able to increase their carbon 

assimilation up to temperatures around 30ºC, displaying the same efficiency as observed at 

24ºC, even though dark respiration increased by 50 % (DaMatta et al. 2004).Although many 

studies have dealt with the separate impacts of drought and high temperature on coffee, very 

little is known about their combined effects. High temperatures, in the absence of rainfall, 

increase the risk of both heat damage and water deficits. As a consequence of climate change, 

increases in temperature may be accompanied with some drought events in coffee growing 

regions such as Ethiopia where indigenous Arabica is predicted to become extinct in 70 years 

(Davis and al. 2012).Plant water relationsare also more affected under combined heat and 

drought stress, than when these are applied separately (Hasanuzzaman et al. 2013).  

Molecular mechanisms underpinning the impact of soil water deficitson coffee have been 

investigated in a number studies. Recent research resulted in the identification of many 

candidate genes for drought tolerance which presented contrasted differential expression 

profiles between genotypes (Marracinni et al. 2012). DREB (Dehydration-Responsive 

Element-Binging) transcription factors are known to be involved in the transduction pathways 

of abiotic stress (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki 2009, Lata and Prasad 2011a). 

Brazilian drought tolerant clone 14 showed higher expression of CcDREB1D than sensitive 

clones under water stress conditions (Marracinni et al. 2012). DREB transcription factors are 

considered as key elements driving the ABA –independent drought signalling pathway in 
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many studies(Stockinger and Thomashow 1997, Saibo  and Oliveira 2009). This variation in 

expression of CcDREB1D in coffee may be due to variation in the cis-regulatory elements of 

the different CcDREB1D gene in individual clones; a possibility supported by the finding that 

polymorphisms in the promoter region of the DREB1A gene have been reported (Yamaguchi-

Shinozaki and Shinozaki 2005). Cis-regulatory elements are also present in TFs involved in 

ABA dependent pathways, suggesting that DREB1A may be involved in cross-talk between 

the two networks (ABA dependent and ABA independent)(Alves et al. 2013). Dehydrins are 

often associated with water deficits and dehydration (Nylander et al. 2001, Caruso et al. 2002; 

Rodriguez et al. 2005; Samarah et al. 2006). Accumulation of dehydrins is one of the 

prominent components of plant adaptation to severe environmental conditions (Hanin et al. 

2011). C. canephora dehydrin genes are expressed in the grain during maturation-induced 

desiccation verifying their role in grain tissue protection prior to germination(Hinniger et al. 

2006).In Henniger’s study, three dehydrins (DH1a, DH2 and DH3) showed a number of 

differences particularly in response to drought. Their differing expression patterns and amino 

acid sequences differences suggest they may have related, but not the same roles, implying 

they may have different functional targets(Hinniger et al. 2006). Disruption of photosynthetic 

metabolism and Rubisco regulation may occur during water deficits. Marracini et al. (2011) 

have shown that the expression of the small subunit of Rubisco RBCS1 in both C. arabica 

and C. canephora was significantly reduced under water deficits in both the greenhouse and 

in the field (Marracini et al. 2011). However, this decrease was not correlated to a decrease in 

the amount of corresponding proteins in Coffee canephora, which are even higher under water 

deficits than under unstressed conditions, which was attributed to a contribution to the 

antioxidative function of photorespiration in water-stressed Coffea canephoraplants. 

Aquaporins are also an important protein family thought to be closely involved in the 

regulation of water movement and, therefore, the response to water deficits(Moshelion et al. 

2014,). Dos Santos et al. (2013) described six aquaporin genes (TIP and PIP) that show 

different patterns of expression under water shortages (Santos et al. 2013). For example, the 

expression ofPIP2; 1 andPIP2; 2were clearly up-regulated in the leaves and roots under water 

deficits, suggesting the possible involvement of these genes in controlling the water status of 

plants. PIP2:1 levels,in particular, kept increasing in coffee roots even after re-watering, 

suggesting an active role in water uptake fromthe roots.More recently, nine putative 

aquaporins have been identified in C. Arabicaby Miniussi et al (2015) while investigating the 

whole C. arabica transcriptome database(Miniussi et al. 2015).  
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The advent of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies and the availability of a 

Coffea canephora sequence (Denoeud et al. 2014)has led to the development of a crop-

specific hub, the Coffee Genome Hub (CGH) (http://coffee-genome.org/), which can be 

exploited to identify the genes/SNP markers for water deficit. 

Considering the actual genetic and physiological characteristics of the two coffeespecies, and 

variations within cultivarsof each speciesregarding both water deficits and increased 

temperatures, severe reductions of adequate areas for growing the crop are to be expected. 

That underlines the need to select/produce plants tolerant to both water deficits and higher 

temperatures. In this chapter, the experiments were aimed at assessing the physiological and 

molecular responses of coffee to soil water deficits at two different temperatures. The 

objective was to generate data on the physiological and gene expression changes associated 

with soil water deficits and their interaction with temperature.The same coffee genotype 

(Robusta FRT07) was used to enable a direct comparison to the Humidity Shock experimental 

data now available for the same genotype (see Chapter 2). In addition, two other coffee 

genotypes (Robusta FRT06 and FRT23) were also tested at the same time to examine possible 

genetic differences in the response to soil water deficits. 
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3.2. EXPERIMENT 1: IMPACT OF SOIL WATER DEFICITSON FRT07 AND 

FRT06C. canephora GENOTYPES AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 

3.2.1. METHODS 

The same physiological and molecular techniques that were used in the previous Chapter 

2were used to provide a direct comparison of the impact of soil water deficits on two coffee 

genotypes:Coffea canephora, FRT07, already used in the previous chapter, and anotherCoffea 

canephora genotype, FRT06.  The FRT 06 plants were grown for this experiment in a similar 

fashion to that described for FRT 07 plants in Chapter 2 

 

All plants from the FRT06 and FRT07 genotypes were progressively acclimatized to lower 

relative humidity in order to avoid a shock caused by a sudden large humidity change. This 

was achieved by transferring the plants into the growth chamber preliminarily set at 27°C, RH 

60% and a 16:8 hour light:dark regime at 50 µmol.m
-2

.s
-1

. Plants maintained in the growth 

chamber were watered every day over a period of one week before exposure to soilwater 

deficits, which was carried out over a 9 day period under the following conditions: 

Condition 1: The growth chamber was maintained at 27°C and RH 60 % all the time during 

the course the experiment (27/27°C day/night). The light regime was the same as described 

above. This was to examine the single effect of a water deficit. 

Condition 2: Water deficits were combined with an elevated temperature of 42⁰C starting 1 

hour into the light phase. The light regime was still the same as above. The chamber was 

maintained at 42°C for 9 hours then returned to 27°C (42/27°C day/night). 

In all conditions, several key stages were chosen for physiological measurements and leaf 

sampling (n=3). These were choosen to monitor the material a) before the treatment was 

applied, b) in an early stage of the water deficit, c) in a late stage of the water deficit and d) 

after a recover period: 

Condition 1: 27/27°C – RH 60 % 

T0: The first day water deficit was applied. All plants had been well watered 

T1: 3 days into the water deficit 

T2: 7 days into the water deficit 

T3: 9 days after water deficit.  
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T4: 4 hours after re-watering.  

T5: 24 hours after re-watering.  

Condition 2: 27°C for 15 hours, 42°C for 9 hours - RH 60% 

T0: The first day water deficit was applied. All plants were well watered before.  

T1: 2 days into the water deficit 

T2: 4 days into the water deficit 

T3: 4 days into the water deficit 

T4: 9 days after water deficit.  

T5: 4 hours after re-watering.  

T6: 24 hours after re-watering 
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3.2.2. RESULTS 

3.2.2.1. Physiological Changes 

3.2.2.1.1. Impact of withholding water on soil moisture 

For each temperature condition, the impact of withholding water on soil moisture was similar 

for both coffee genotypes, which facilitates a direct comparison (Fig.16). The soil moisture 

decease was ~80% in pots at 27/27°C and 94% at 42/27°C. The first visual signs of water 

deficitsbased on leaf drooping, was observed at Day7 in the FRT07 plants, when the soil 

moisture fell below 10%.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15:Change in soil moisture content in pots containing coffee plants under the two temperature regimes. A: 

27/27°C day/night; B: 42/27°C day/night. Values presented here represent measurements from three biological 

replicates ±SD. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●):Non-watered 

FRT06 plants; (○): Watered FRT06 plants (Controls). 

 

 A 

B 
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3.2.2.1.2. Impact of Soil Water Deficits on Carbon Assimilation and Stomatal 

Conductance 

Figure 17 shows the effect of the soil water deficits on carbon assimilation (A) and stomatal 

conductance (gs)for the two temperatures. The two coffee genotypes responded similarly to 

progressive water deficits under the 27/27°C condition and there was a significant reduction 

in A after nine days (Fig.17A). It appeared that the FRT07 genotype was slightly less 

susceptible to water deficits and A remained practically unchanged over the first 7 days in 

contrast to FRT06 where A decreased after only 3 days. The two genotypes exhibited a 

decline in gs as the soil water deficit increased, although this was greater in FRT07 compared 

to FRT06 (Fig.17C).  

At 42/27°Cthe decrease in Aoccurred more rapidly and was moresignificant (Fig.17B). Also, 

reductions in gs were similar for both genotypes, and these occurred earlier and were of larger 

magnitude than at 27/27°C (Fig.17D). Interestingly, A and gs in the controls plants grown at 

42/27°C also decreased. This was smaller for FRT07, which recovered rapidly 4 days after the 

treatment began, compared to FRT06 (Fig.17B and D). 

The effects of re-watering on FRT07 and FRT06 were slightly different at both 

temperatures.At 27/27°C, complete recovery was not observed within 24 hours following re-

watering for both genotypes, with apparently Arecovering faster in FRT07 compared to 

FRT06. Values for gs, however, did not recover in any genotype after re-watering. 

Surprisingly, A and gsrecovered rapidly at 42/27°C reaching values that were the same or 

greater than those obtained prior to the imposition of the water deficit; this was particularly 

the case with the FRT07 genotype. 
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Figure 16: The impact of withholding water on carbon assimilation (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) 

of two Coffea canephora genotypes(FRT07 and FRT06) under the two temperature regimes. (A) and 

(C): 27/27°C day/night; (B) and (D): 42/27°C day/night. Values presented here represent 

measurements from three biological replicates (n=3±SD). (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): 

Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT06 plants; (○): Watered FRT06 

plants.Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. . 
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Figure 17:The impact of withholding water on the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations (Ci/Ca) of 

two Coffea canephora genotypes. (A) and (B): 27/27°C day/night, (C) and (D): 42/27°C day/night. The legends 

are the same as in Fig.17. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-

watered FRT06 plants; (○): Watered FRT06 plants. Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. 

The data, presented in Fig 18, showed that a mild/short term water deficit at 27/27°C (3-7 

days) led to a significant decrease in the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations 

(Ci/Ca)in FRT07 but not in FRT06. However, for more prolonged water deficits (9 days), 

Ci/Caincreased in both genotypes and after re-wateringCi/Cadid not return to control values 

(Fig. 18A).  

At 27/42°C, both genotypes exhibited early and significant increase in Ci/Ca, which was 

maintained over 6 daysof withholding water.Ci/Cavalues surprisingly dropped as the severity 

of the water deficit increased for the same temperature regime. Interestingly, Ci/Caincontrol 

plants also increased at 27/42°C. This increase was greater in FRT06 compared to FRT07. 

After re-watering, Ci/Careturned tocontrol values (Fig. 18C). 

 

3.2.2.1.3. Impact of soil water deficits on leaf relative water content (RWC) 

Leaf samples used to determine the relative water content were collected from roughly mid-

way between the upper and lower leaves ofthe same plants for all time points as described in 

A B 

C D 
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the methods. Thus, these leaves were different from those used for photosynthesis and 

stomatal conductance measurements. At 27/27°C, coffee plants with reduced gs(observed 

previously) were able to maintain a largely consistent RWC for 7 d without watering, until ~ 

9 d when there was a drop in RWC (Fig.19A). As might be expected, water loss was more 

important at 42/27°C, particularly for FRT07, which displayed greater reductions in RWC 

compared to FRT06(Fig.19B). After re-watering, all plants showed a complete recovery in 

RWC within 24 hours, regardless of the genotype or the temperature conditions used.  

 

Figure 18: The impact of withholding water on relative water content of two Coffea canephora genotypes under 

the two temperature regimes. (A): 27/27°C day/night; (B): 42/27°C day/night..(▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; 

(∆): Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT06 plants; (○): Watered FRT06 plants. Values are 

n=3±SD. Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. 

3.2.2.1.4. Impact of soil water deficits on leaf chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) 

The impact of soil water deficits and re-watering on the ratio of the variable (Fv) to the 

maximum (Fm) fluorescence (Fv/Fm) for FRT07 and FRT06 is shown in Fig.20. In contrast to 

the gas exchange measurements, withholding water had only a small impact on Fv/Fm. 

A 

B 
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Although some fluctuations were observed, values of Fv/Fm for both non-watered and 

regularly watered plants were always greater than 0.7 throughout the course of the water 

deficit and recovery periods, regardless of the experimental conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: The impact of withholding water on Chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) of two Coffea canephora 

genotypesunder the two temperature regimes. (A): 27/27°C day/night; (B): 42/27°C day/night. Fv/Fm 

measurements were made on the same leaves used in Figure 17. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered 

FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT06 plants; (○): Watered FRT06 plants. Values are n=3±SD. 

Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. 

3.2.2.2. Gene Expression Changes 

In parallel with the physiological changes described above, the quantitative expression of a 

number of genes associated with dehydration as well as heatstress was examined. The genes 

investigated were the same as those examined earlier in relation to atmospheric water 

deficits(Chapter 2). The gene expression changes weremonitored in FRT07 plants.  

A 

B 
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3.2.2.2.1. Expression changes of drought responsive transcription factors (TFs) 

CcDREB1A and CcMYB102 

Expression changes of TFs CcDREB1A and CcMYB102 are presented Fig.21. The data 

showed that the expression of CcDREB1A gene remained low under moderate water deficit 

(Day3 and Day7) and then was significantly up-regulated as the water deficit increased 

(Day9). CcDREB1A levels dropped to initial low values after plants were re-watered. The 

expression levels of the CcMYB102 were also induced by the imposed water deficit. The 

gene showed an incremental up-regulation along with the severity of stress level and reached 

its peak at Day 7. This was then followed by a decrease to initial levels after re-watering. 

 

 

Figure 20: Quantitative expression analysis of CcDREB1 and CcMyb102 genes in leaf tissues of FRT07 during a 

water deficit treatment at 27/27°C temperature regime.For each figure, measurements were made at different 

times during the course of the water deficit (Day 0 to Day9) and recovery (Rec 4H and 24H) periods.Values are 

n=3±SD. (Grey): Watered Plants, (Black): Non-watered Plants. 
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3.2.2.2.2. Expression changes in CcDH1a and CcHSP90 during the soil water deficit 

period at different temperatures 

Plants subjected to the 42/27°C day/night condition were undergoing either the single effect 

of elevated temperature or both elevated temperature combined with water deficits. Therefore 

we decided to follow the expression changes of the Heat shock Protein (CcHSP90) as this is 

known to increase in response to various environmental constraints, including elevated 

temperatures and water deficits (Al-Whaibi 2011)(Fig.22). Initially, no expression change was 

observed at 27/27°C and levels were the same in both stressed and control plants. However, 

gene expression showed a significant induction at 27/42°C, regardless of the soil water status. 

CcHSP90 was increasingly up-regulated until Day 6 then declined in its transcript 

accumulation under prolonged water deficits (Day 9) and after re-watering. 

The Dehydrin 1A (CcDH1a), which is well known to react strongly to water deficits was also 

tested (Henniger et al. 2006). Expression data are presented in Figure 23. At 27/27°C, 

expression of CcDH1a was induced at moderate water deficits (Day 7) after which levels 

further increased strongly as the water deficit increased (Day 9). This was followed by a 

decrease of CcDH1a levels in 4H and 24H recovery periods. The same trend was observed at 

42/27°C°C; up-regulation under moderate (Day 6) and severe water deficits (Day 9), and 

down-regulation after re-watering. Also, levels of DH1a, after induction, were similar for both 

temperatures. 
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Figure 21: Quantitative expression analysis of CcHSP90 gene in leaf tissues of FRT07 during a water deficit 

treatment under two temperature regimes (27/27°C and 27/42°C).  The legends are the same as in Figure 21. 

(Grey): Watered Plants, (Black): Non-watered Plant. 
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Figure 22: Quantitative expression analysis of CcDH1a gene in leaf tissues of FRT07 during a water deficit 

treatment under two temperature regimes (7/27°C and 27/42°C).  The legends are the same as in Figure 

21.(Grey): Watered Plants, (Black): Non-watered Plants 

3.2.2.2.3. Expression changes in the ABA-related gene NCED3 during soil water 

deficits at two temperatures 

The gene CcNCED3, encodes an enzyme involved in the last step of ABA 

biosynthesis(Simkin et al. 2008). Data presented in Figure 24 showed that CcNCED3 was 

clearly induced by water deficits at 27/27°C. CcNCED3 levels started to increase at Day 7, 

then reached a maximum at Day9. After rewatering,  
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CcNCED3 levels dropped rapidly to control values. In contrast, CcNCED3 changes in non-

watered plants at 42/27°C were slightly different during the course of the water deficit. 

Indeed, CcNCED3 levels were surprisingly high at the start (Day0), and deceased 

significantly at Day 2 and 6. CcNCED3 levels began to increase at Day 6, then increased 

further at Day9. Again, as observed in the 27/27°C condition, the expression declined 

significantly for the 4 and 24 hour recovery periods. 

 

 

Figure 23:Quantitative expression analysis of CcNCED3 gene in leaf tissues of FRT07 during a water deficit 

treatment under two temperature regimes (27/27°C and 27/42°C). The legends are the same as in Figure 21. 

(Grey): Watered Plants, (Black): Non-watered Plants 
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3.2.3. DISCUSSION 

3.2.3.1. Photosynthesis during water deficits 

Photosynthesis is sensitive to variations in soil moisture andthe negative effects of water 

deficits on coffee and other species have been widely reported(Chaves and Pereira 2003, 

Osakabe et al. 2014, DaMatta et al. 2006). For example,it has been demonstrated that 

imposition of a soil water deficit to Brazilian drought ‘tolerant’ and ‘sensitive’ Robusta clones 

(09A and 120) resulted in a severe reduction in carbonassimilation(Lima et al. 2002). In our 

work, the effect of water deficits at 27°C, which represents a near-optimal growth 

temperaturefor Robusta coffee species(Willson 1999), showed that photosynthesis declined 

significantly in both genotypes FRT07 and FRT06. Althoughthis decrease inA wassimilar in 

both genotypes, some differences were observed.At the early stage of the water deficit, a 

slight reduction in A was associated with a decrease in Ci/Caratios in FRT07 but not in 

FRT06. Therefore, a reduction in photosynthesis in FRT07 could be partially attributed to 

stomatal limitations (low gS) at this stage. However, the significant decreases in A observed 

for both genotypesat more prolonged water deficits were always accompanied with an 

increase in Ci/Caratios, suggesting that photosynthesis was mainly altered by non-stomatal 

limitations. The leaf mesophyll is directly impacted by the water deficit that reduces the 

ability to assimilate carbon dioxide due to an effect on carboxylation and/or ATP/NADPH 

supply, leading to an increase in leaf intracellular CO2 and altering plant carbon balance 

(Lawlor and Tezara 2009). 

In any case, the maximum quantum yield of PSII photochemistry, as analysed by Fv/Fm, did 

not decrease while plants were exposed to progressive water deficit, leading to the conclusion 

that photoinhibition may not be a factor. As shown by others in Robusta coffee (DaMatta et 

al. 2002, Lima et al. 2002, Pinheiro et al. 2004, Marraccini et al. 2012a), Fv/Fm  ratios 

remained rather constanteven under severe water deficits indicating that photochemistry is 

rather resistant to these conditions. 

Based on this data, non-stomatal limitations seem to be the mainfactor influencing carbon 

assimilation in this studyalthough others ((Marraccini et al. 2012a) have indicated it is mainly 

due to reductionsin stomatal conductance. It is, however,in agreement with previous work 

(Signarbieux and Feller 2011),which suggests that non-stomatal factors are the major reason 

for the decline in photosynthesis, especially under severe water deficit conditions. 
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3.2.3.2. Water loss during water deficits 

The regulation of leaf stomatal conductance (gs) is a key phenomenon in plants as it is vital 

for CO2 acquisition as well as for the prevention of desiccation (Dodd 2003, Medici et al. 

2007). The ability to maintain plant water balance is closely linked to gas exchange of the 

coffee plants, and stomatal sensitivity was one of the most efficient mechanisms protecting 

plants from extensive water loss as reported elsewhere (M. Kanechi 1995, PINHEIRO et al. 

2005). During the progressive water deficit, stomatal conductance decreased similarly in both 

FRT07 and FRT06. Interestingly, at the early stages (7 days) of water deficits, the decrease in 

gs was not accompanied with a decrease in relative water content in, suggesting a key role for 

gs in maintaining leaf hydration level during the water deficit event.Evidence from 

physiological, biochemical, and molecular studies suggest that plants have evolved a variety 

of strategies to cope with water deficits. These strategies include those that enable plants to 

avoid low water potentials (drought avoidance) through water uptake and retention (via 

stomatal closure(Morgan 1984, Jones and Corlett 1992, Zlatev 2005). Stomatal closure 

duringwater deficits is thought to be mainly triggered by the plant hormone Abscisic Acid 

(ABA) (Kim et al. 2010), as described in chapter 1. Abscisic acid isoften thought to be 

producedin rootsin response to soil water deficits and then transported to leaves, where it acts 

as a long-distance signal inducing the closure of stomata and triggering the expression of 

ABA biosynthesis genes that result in stomatal closure (De Smet and Zhang 2013). Soil water 

deficits may also result in de novo synthesis of ABA in leaves and/or promote the release of 

conjugated ABA. Whilst both mechanisms (long distance signalling and increased ABA 

levels in leaves) may be required to induce stomatal closure,recent studies have questioned 

the role of root-born ABA in stomatal closure and instead propose electrical and hydraulic 

root signals(Christmann et al. 2007, Christmann and Huang 2013, Schachtman and Goodger 

2008). As seen in young avocado plants, electrical and hydraulic signals emanating from 

water-stressed roots result in local water potential changes which then increase the tension on 

the water in the xylem vessels for rapid long-distance signalling. This hydraulic signal is 

transmitted along the root axis and perceived by parenchyma cells in the shoots, which are 

sites of ABA biosynthesis(Endo et al. 2008, Christmann et al. 2013).In the shoots, the 

hydraulic signal promotes the closure of stomata in a dual way; viaits known biochemical 

effect on guard cells and via an indirect hydraulic effect, i.e., a decrease in water permeability 

within leaf vascular tissues(Pantin et al. 2013). 
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In spite of possessing these characteristics, severe plant water loss may occur during 

prolonged drought periods. As the soil water deficit intensified, gs remained low for both 

coffee genotypes, but relative water content dropped significantly. When water deficits 

become too severe and drought avoidance mechanisms are no longer sufficient, plants must 

be able to survive with low water content but maintaining a minimum amount of water (Arve 

LE 2011). Thus, plants respond by activating mechanisms that protect tissues against cellular 

damage, mainly through the action of protective solutes and proteins(Tuberosa 2012, Claeys 

and Inze 2013), including dehydrin type proteins(Hanin et al. 2011). 

3.2.3.3. The Impact of Elevated Temperatures 

Heat stress is one of the primary abiotic stressors that may lead to dramatic reductions in the 

economic yield of crop plants (Wahid et al. 2007, Sinsawat et al. 2004) and limit the growth 

of cool-season plant species in many regions of the world. However, as heat stress can be 

compounded by additional abiotic stresses such as drought and salt stress, it is important to 

unravel the independent action and biological consequences of high temperature in order to 

ameliorate the effects of combined abiotic stress. In our study, the single effect of elevated 

temperature was followed by measuring physiological changes of regularly watered FRT07 

and FRT06 plants under the 42/27°C day/night temperature regime. Our data show that gs was 

decreased only in FRT07 but not in FRT06, whereas carbon assimilation was influenced more 

in FRT06 compared to FRT07. Therefore, the two coffee genotypes responded differently to 

an increased temperature.The occurrence of high Ci/Cavalues with a reduction in A at 

increased temperatures indicated a non-stomatal limitation to photosynthesis. This effect was 

more pronounced in FRT06, which seemed to be more susceptible to elevated 

temperatures.Some reasons that are believed to hamper photosynthesis under heat stress 

include a  reduction in soluble proteins, Rubisco binding proteins (RBP), large-subunits (LS), 

and small-subunits (SS) of Rubisco in darkness, and increases of those in light (Sumesh et al. 

2008]. High temperature also greatly affects starch and sucrose synthesis, by reduceing the 

activity of sucrose phosphate synthase, ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, and 

invertase(Djanaguiraman et al. 2009). 

Like many plant species, coffee displays a diversity of acclimation mechanisms to avoid and 

endure heat stresses (as well as the oxidative stress which could be also caused by high 

temperatures), developed within the genetic bounds of the plant/species (DaMatta and 

Ramalho, 2006). Based on the A values, there was evidence of photosynthetic acclimation in 

FRT07 to increased temperature over time.The process of hardening to high temperatures 
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(acquired thermotolerance) takes place in some cases in hours, or over extended periods (e.g. 

season). An important contribution to enhanced survival is provided by molecular chaperones, 

such as heat-shock proteins (HSPs), that prevent protein aggregation, stabilize chromatin and 

promote repair mechanisms (Krishna 2004). 

3.2.3.4. Impact of the combined effect of Elevated Temperature and Water 

Deficits 

Typically,in the fieldincreasesin temperature are accompanied with water deficits. In the 

current work, both FRT07 and FRT06 plants exhibited more significant decreases in A and gs 

when a water deficit was imposed at a 42/27°C compared to 27/27°C, suggesting additive 

effects of temperature and water deficits. The impact was thus greater than the two constraints 

applied on their own.Also, based on the Ci/Caratios, the greater reduction in photosynthesis 

was mainly related to non-stomatal limitations. Furthermore, the increased temperature 

exaggerated the negative water deficit effects, probably due to the additional water loss 

caused by a stimulation of leaf transpiration.That reduction in water content which was more 

important in FRT07 compared to FRT06 was seen only at the later stages of the water deficit. 

Surprisingly, the photochemical efficiency, measured by the Fv/Fm, was not significantly 

altered in plants, whether theywere exposed to the effect of temperature or temperature 

combined with soil water deficits. This observation suggests a remarkable resistance of coffee 

photochemistry tocombined water/temperature constraints. 

3.2.3.5. Impact of soil re-hydration in Robusta coffee physiologicalresponses 

Whilethe effects of water deficits on plants alone have been well investigated in many reports, 

the recovery afterwards has received less attention, even though this could be of critical 

importance in the field where plants are likely subjected to periodic water shorages followed 

by periods of adequate water availability. Under climate change, such a scenario may increase 

(Fischlin et al. 2007) and the recovery phase after the relief of a water shortage (i.e. rainfall or 

irrigation) becomes another important part of the overall longer term plant physiological 

response to variations in water availability. The capability and duration required for 

photosynthetic recovery from a water deficitis a key determinantof future growth and survival 

and depends on the degree and velocity of photosynthesis decline during water depletion 

(Flexas et al. 2007, Chaves et al. 2009).This study shows that coffee plants subjected to water 

deficits at 27/27°C exhibited a complete recovery in their relative water content after the 24 h 

recovery and re-watering phase. In contrast, plants were not able to recover rapidly to their 

initial level of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance under favourable soil moisture 
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conditions. The recovery was either partial (FRT07) or absent (FRT06) in for gsand A 

depending on the coffee genotype, suggesting a sustained longer-term impact on stomatal 

metabolism and/or photosynthesis. Delayed restoration of carbon assimilation after a water 

deficit has been observed in Capsicum annuum L. plants in which recovery was only observed 

several days after plants were re-watered(Campos et al. 2014). In the current study, recovery 

was monitored only during the 24 hours following re-watering, which may be too short to 

observe a complete recovery of photosynthesis. Photosynthetic recovery may take longer after 

a severe water deficit, which may be mainly associated withthe elimination of metabolic 

limitations from drought-induced damage associated with an effect on carboxylation enzyme 

activities (Chen and Huang 2015).  

Surprisingly, all coffee plants that were treated under the higher 42/27°C temperature regime, 

displayed a complete recovery in stomatal conductance and photosynthesis. This may indicate 

that the recovery period is sensitive to temperature and takes longer at the lower temoperature. 

3.2.3.6. Impact of Water DeficitsAssociated with Elevated Temperature on FRT07 

Gene Expression 

Molecular responses to abiotic stresses include stress perception, transduction of the stress, 

altered gene expression, and, finally, metabolic changes underlying stress resistance(Agarwal 

and Jha 2010). The genes induced not only function in protecting cells through the production 

of important metabolic proteins but also in regulating the downstream genes for signal 

transduction. Transcription factors are regulatory proteins that further regulate signal 

transduction and modulate gene expression and, hence, probably function in the stress 

response. We examined the expression patterns of two transcriptions factors CcDREB1 and 

CcMYB102 already tested in the previous chapter. The qPCR results presented here 

demonstrated that CcDREB1 was significantly increased by water deficits under the 27/27°C 

condition, which is consistent with previous findings (Marraccini et al. 2012a). In plants, it is 

well known that two pathways of signal transduction exist in the control of stress-related 

genes: one dependent on ABA and another ABA independent (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and 

Shinozaki 2006). DREB genes play an important role in the ABA-independent pathways that 

induce the expression of various stress-responsive genes in plants(Liu et al. 2000). Cis-

regulatory elements are also present in TFs involved in ABA dependent pathways, including 

DREB1, thussuggesting that DREB1 may be involved in cross-talk between the two networks 

(ABA dependent and ABA independent)(Alves et al. 2013).The results obtained 

for CcMYB102, encoding a MYB protein displaying high similarity to MYB102 
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from Arabidopsis, showed also a progressive induction of transcripts by water deficits. In 

recent years, different MYB transcription factors, mainly in Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) but also 

in some crops, have been characterized for their involvement in the drought response. For 

example, in rice it was reported that 65% of MYB genes expressed in seedlings were 

differentially regulated under drought stress(Katiyar et al. 2012). Interestingly, the guard cell 

transcriptome is particularly rich in TF-encoding genes (Bates et al. 2012). Among them, 

some MYB genes have been described for their role in the regulation of stomatal movements 

(Cominelli and Tonelli 2010).In addition, some MYB genes have also been demonstrated to 

regulate stomatal movements in response to drought (Baldoni and Colinelli 2015). 

It is noted that differences in the response to water deficits were observed between the two 

TFs. CcDREB1 was more responsive under atmospheric water deficitsthan soil water 

deficits.By contrast, CcMyb102 appears to respond earlier during soil water deficits compared 

to atmospheric water deficits.These observations suggest the existence of subtle differences in 

the signalling of soil and atmospheric water deficits. 

Heat Shock Proteins (HSPs) and Dehydrins are broadly expressed in plants under different 

abiotic constraintsand play crucial roles in maintaining cellular homeostasis, thereby 

protecting plants from environmental constraints. Although HSPs have been suggested to 

have protective roles(Xu et al. 2012), especially in response to heat stress, their functions 

under other stress conditions, e.g. drought, is less clear (Jiang and Huang 2002). Expression 

results revealed that CcHSP90-7, the probable orthologue of AtHSP90-7, was not induced by 

water deficits but only by elevated temperatures. These results reinforce the results in Chapter 

2, and show that CcHSP90-7 expression is not influenced by either atmospheric or soil water 

deficits. This is consistent with data from another HSP member, HSP60, which was shown to 

maintain its expression levels in drought stressed Sorghum bicolor plants (Ogbaga et al. 

2014). Furthermore, overexpression of AtHsp90.7 in Arabidopsis, among other HSP90s, was 

shown to reduce plant tolerance to drought(Song et al. 2009). One explanation could be that 

overexpression of At-Hsp90 isoformsmay shift the equilibrium of Hsp90s with their client-

bound states, disrupt ABA-dependent or Ca
2+

 pathways, and thus impair plant tolerance to 

abiotic stresses, suggesting that proper homeostasis of Hsp90 is critical for a cellular stress 

response and/or tolerance in plants. 

The accumulation of dehydrins in plants is a common feature of the response to water deficits. 

Our results showed that CcDH1a was strongly and similarly induced at both temperatures 

(27/27°C and 42°C/27°C) during the course of a water deficit. Interestingly,these observations 
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are not in agreement with the results in Chapter 2 when combined leaf dehydration and 

elevated temperatures inhibited CcDH1a expression during the two hours of treatment.As 

shown by Rizhsky et al. (2002), dehydrin activity in Tobacco is suppressed whena single 

short term heat treatment was combined with a soil water deficit(Rizhsky et al. 2002). The 

argument given was that HSPs can replace the stabilizing function of dehydrins, and it is no 

longer required for drought-related cellular protection. In our study, the repetitive “short 

term” temperature treatments that were applied to plants may have been crucial to maintain 

CcDH1a levels. In fact, the soil water deficit treatment at 42/27°C extended for nine days, so 

that plants may have acclimated to this condition, which might explain why DH1a was not 

inhibited.  

Plants also produce higher levels of the plant stress hormone ABA during water deficits, 

triggering a cascade of physiological responses, including stomatal closure, which is regulated 

by a signal transduction network. The 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase 

3 (NCED3) catalyses a key step in ABA biosynthesis, andNCED3 expression is rapidly 

induced by drought stress (Simkin et al. 2008, Endo et al. 2008, Behnam et al. 2013). 

Examination of CcNCED3 qPCR results showed that was clearly induced in the 27/27°C 

condition whereas in 42/27°C levels of CcNCED3 were perturbed. These results are 

consistent withobservations in chapter 2, suggesting that ABA is actively produced under both 

soil and atmospheric water deficits.  
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3.3. EXPERIMENT2:IMPACT OF SOIL WATER DEFICITS ON FRT07 

AND FRT23 C. canephora GENOTYPES: 

 

In the previous experiment, we observed that gas exchange and water content alterations were 

very similar for both FRT06 and FRT07 genotypes in response to water deficits, although 

some differences were found in their response to elevated temperature. Based on previous 

observations in Nestlé R&D Tours, another Coffea canephora genotype, FRT23, seemed to 

have a greater resistance to water deficits. In this experiment, we report on the response of 

this drought tolerant “candidate” genotype to water deficits in comparison to the FRT07 

genotype, which was used in experiment 1.  

3.3.1. METHODS  

In the greenhouse, where all the plants were grown, a plastic “tunnel” was made to maintain 

the relative humidity above 80 – 85 %. In this experiment, FRT07 and FRT23 plants were 

taken out of the plastic tunnel and acclimatized to the greenhouse (outside the tunnel) 

conditions one week before the treatment began (see conditions Annexe 10).The strategy of 

applying the water deficit was similar to what has been described in experiment 1. For each 

genotype, water deficits were imposed by withholding water from one group of plants(n=4), 

whilst the other group of plants (n=3) were watered and served as controls. Seven key stages, 

described below, were used for physiological measurements and leaf sampling using the 

methods detailed in Chapter 1; 

T0: The first day withholding water is applied. All plants were well watered before.  

T1: 4 days into the water deficit period  

T2: 8 days after water withholding.  

T3: 9 days after water withholding.  

T4: 4 hours after re-watering.  

T5: 24 hours after re-watering 
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3.3.2. RESULTS 

3.3.2.1. Impact of withholding water on soil moisture deficits 

The impact of withholding water on soil moisture was similar for both coffee genotypes, 

facilitating direct comparisons (Fig.1). The decrease in soil moisture was approximately 80-

83% in pots of non-watered plants during the course of the water deficit period. FRT07 

showed the first signs of leaf drooping, indicating that this experienced the impacts of a water 

deficit prior to FRT23. 

 

Figure 24: Change in soil moisture content in pots containing coffee plants subjected to water deficits. Values 

are n=4±SD for non-watered plants and n=3±SD for control plants. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): 

Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT23 plants; (○): Watered FRT23 plants (Controls). 

3.3.2.2. Impact of withholding water on stomatal conductance (gs) and carbon 

assimilation (A) 

Progressive water deficits followed by re-watering had similar genotype-related effects on 

both stomatal conductance (gs) and carbon assimilation (A) (Fig. 26), with a highly significant 

impact on FRT07 but not on FRT23. Fluctuations in A and gsin the control plants are likely 

the result of variations in RH and T°C in the greenhouse. For both genotypes, there was a 

significant linear correlation between gs and A. For a similar soil moisture content, the lowest 

gs in FRT23 was ~ 0.03 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

, whilst for FRT07 this was ~ 0.01 mol.m
-2

.s
-1

. One day 

after plants were-re-watered, there was a complete recovery for both FRT07 and FRT23,based 
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on control values.However, in contrast to A and gs, Ci/Cawas relatively constant during the 

early stages of the water deficit,but then increased as the severity of the water deficit 

increased, particularly for FRT07 (Fig. 27A). 

 

Figure 25: The impact of withholding water on carbon assimilation (A) and stomatal conductance (B) of two 

Coffea canephora genotypes (FRT07 and FRT23). Values are n=4±SD for non-watered plants and n=3±SD for 

control plants. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered 

FRT23 plants; (○): Watered FRT23 plants.Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. 

 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 26 :The impact of withholding water on the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentrations (Ci/Ca) of 

two Coffea canephora genotypes (FRT07 and FRT23). The legends are the same as in Fig.26. Values are 

n=4±SD for non-watered plants and n=3±SD for control plants. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered 

FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT23 plants; (○): Watered FRT23 plants. Dashed lines indicate the 

rewatering time point. 

3.3.2.3. Impact of soil water deficits on leaf relative water content (RWC) 

The effects of withholding water on RWC were small for both genotypes, i.e. only small 

differences from the controls, although lower values were found for FRT07 at the end of the 

period of water deficits (Fig. 28). After the plants were re-watered, both genotypes exhibited 

complete recovery in RWC. 

 

 

B 

A 
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Figure 27 :The impact of withholding water on the leaf relative water content of two Coffea canephora 

genotypes (FRT07 and FRT23). Values are n=4±SD for non-watered plants and n=3±SD for control plants. (▲): 

Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT23 plants; (○): 

Watered FRT23 plants.Dashed lines indicate the rewatering time point. 

3.3.2.4. Impact of soil water deficits on leaf chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm) 

The impact of soil water deficits and re-watering on the ratio of the variable (Fv) to the 

maximum (Fm) fluorescence (Fv/Fm) for FRT07 and FRT23 is shown in Fig.29. In contrast to 

gas exchange measurements, withholding water had no impact on Fv/Fm and values were 

always close to 0.8 irrespective of treatment. 

 

Figure 28 : The impact of withholding water on Chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm)of two Coffea canephora 

genotypes (FRT07 and FRT23). Fv/Fm measurements were made on the same leaves used in Figure 26. Values 

are n=4±SD for non-watered plants and n=3±SD for control plants. (▲): Non-watered FRT07 plants; (∆): 

Watered FRT07 plants (Controls); (●): Non-watered FRT23 plants; (○): Watered FRT23 plants. Dashed lines 

indicate the rewatering time point 
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3.3.3. DISCUSSION 

Coffee species are native to environments that are generally not subjected to water deficits 

and this might explain why they may not have evolved extensive mechanisms to cope with 

water deficits (DaMatta et al. 2006). Nevertheless, there is considerable genetic variability for 

drought tolerance not only among species within the coffee genus, but also among cultivars of 

the same coffee plant species. For example, within Coffea canephora, the Kouillou group 

appears to endure drought more efficiently than the Robusta group (Boyer, 1965; Coste, 

1992). To gain an improved insight into the mechanisms underlying the response to water 

deficits in coffee plants, we compared two closely related genotypes, the FRT23 genotype, 

which was considered to be a more drought tolerant candidate (McCarthy, Berry, et al, 

unpublished data), to the FRT07 genotype already studied. The experiment resulted in an 

obvious difference in the response to water deficits, between FRT07 and FRT23.Stomata of 

FRT23 appeared less sensitive to water deficits and the Ci/Cavalues were almost unaltered 

under mild water deficits and only increasing slightly under severe water deficits. This 

observationhas usually been interpreted as a documentation of non-stomatal effects of water 

deficit on photosynthesis (Flexas and Medrano 2002, Varone et al. 2012). 

For similar soil moisture contents, the stomata of the FRT23 genotype appeared to be less 

responsive to water deficits than the FRT07 genotype although the RWC was largely 

unchanged during the course of the experiment. This response could be related to a restriction 

on water transport either within the leaf or within the root-leaf transport pathway that results 

in localised water deficits in the epidermis, which would have little impact on RWC, but 

inducing stomatal closure. Very limited information is available on the hydraulic traits of 

different coffee species or genotypes, despite the fact that hydraulic capacity and drought 

vulnerability are now recognized to play fundamental roles in plant adaptation, maintenance 

of productivity and survival under drought (Sinclair et al. 2007, Brodribb 2009, Gleason et al. 

2012, Nardini et al. 2012). Drought adapted coffee plants are often characterized by deep and 

vigorous root systems (Blum, 2005). However,(Burkhardt J (2006) observed coffee plants 

with extensive root system that were vulnerable to drought due to limitations in their 

hydraulic system and stomatal behaviour. Meinzer et al. (1990) suggested that the stomatal 

conductance of coffee plants changes in a coordinated manner with the hydraulic conductance 

of the soil–leaf pathway during soil drying(Meinzer et al. 1990). Hydraulic conductance is 

positively associated with gs, as has been found in genotypes of C. Arabica  (Tausend, 

Goldstein and Meinzer 2000). Thus, for a similar soil moisture content, the larger gs observed 

in FRT23 under water deficits, might suggest a higher hydraulic conductivity in FRT23 
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compared to FRT07. The fact that both genotypes decrease the soil moisture content to the 

same extent does not indicate that this is associated with improved water uptake due to a 

larger or more efficient root system for acquiring water.  
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3.4. EXPERIMENT 3: TRANSCRIPTOMIC ANALYSIS 

During the course of the experiments 1 and 2, a significant number of leaf samples were 

collected for further RNA studies. Those RNA studies included not only the expression 

analysis of candidate genes by Q-PCR, but also a transcriptomic analysis using RNA-Seq 

technology which will enable a deep study and characterization of gene responses occurring 

during this specific water deficit treatment. Since the RNA Sequencing cost is relatively high, 

it was decided to sequence a limited set of leaf samples. Three sequencing platforms, Nestle 

Institute of Health (NIHS), GATC Biotech, and Cornell University were involved in this 

work. Those samples were chosen from a single genotype FRT07 under different stress 

conditions and time points.Due to some time constraints for the completion of a full RNAseq 

data analysis, it was decided to focus only on the set of 15 samples generated for the 27°C 

water stress treatment (table 1). 

Table 1: List of RNAseq samples at 27°C condition 

Code Name Description 

Concentrati

on  

(ng/µl) 

Volume 

(µl)  

Quantity  

(µg) 

Sequencing  

Platform 

RNA 

Integrity 

 Number 

(RIN) 

Plants regularly watered in 27°C stress experiment : Condition 1: UCD-DS17 

Sam01 Ctrl1-T0 Watered Plant 1 _0 Day 123,9139 45,96 5,70 NIHS 8.10 

Sam02 Ctrl1-T3 Watered Plant 1 _9 Days 59,00871 41,53 2,45 NIHS 8.10 

  

Sam03 Ctrl2-T0 Watered Plant 2 _0 Day 188,5372 47,35 8,93 NIHS 8 

Sam04 Ctrl2-T3 Watered Plant 2 _9 Days 42,04296 38,11 1,60 NIHS 8.20 

Water stressed plants in 27°C stress experiment : Condition 1: UCD-DS17 

Sam05 Test2-T0 Stressed Plant 2 _0 Day 104,8884 45,23 4,74 NIHS 7.90 

Sam06 Test2-T1 Stressed Plant 2 _3 Days 129,2349 46,13 5,96 NIHS 7.90 

Sam07 Test2-T3 Stressed Plant 2 _9 Days 76,42308 43,46 3,32 NIHS 8.10 

Sam08 Test2-T5 Stressed Plant 2 _24 Hours after re-watering 71,3024 42,99 3,07 NIHS 8.30 

                

Sam09 Test3-T0 Stressed Plant 3 _0 Day 78,31293 43,62 3,42 NIHS  8.20 

Sam10 Test3-T1 Stressed Plant 3 _3 Days 124,8168 45,99 5,74 NIHS 8.20 

Sam11 Test3-T3 Stressed Plant 3 _9 Days 125,9681 46,03 5,80 NIHS  8.10 

Sam12 Test3-T5 Stressed Plant 3 _24 Hours after rewatering 109,7787 45,45 4,99 NIHS 8.20 

                

  Test1-T0 Stressed Plant 1 _0 Day 77,25883 43,53 3,36  GATC   

Sam13 Test1-T1 Stressed Plant 1 _3 Days 55,10226 40,93 2,26  NIHS  8.20 

  Test1-T2 Stressed Plant 1 _7 Days 63,92669 42,18 2,70 GATC   

Sam14 Test1-T3 Stressed Plant 1 _9 Days 80,02067 43,75 3,50 

GATC/NIH

S 7.90 

Sam15 Test1-T5 Stressed Plant 1 _24 Hours after rewatering 50,92844 40,18 2,05 NIHS 8.20 
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3.4.1. METHODS 

The RNAseq experiment consists of the different steps shown (Fig. 30) 

Figure 29: RNA Sequencing Pipeline 

All samples were ground into a powder using  liquid nitrogen and total RNA was extracted 

using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen®)  following  the protocol described in Chapter 2 

(Methods) with the addition of an on-column RNase-free DNase I treatment (Qiagen®). The 

RNA quality check was also performed using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer®. A total of 40 

samples were sent to the Nestlé Institute of Health Science Illumina sequencing platform. 

Another set of 3 samples was also sent to the GATC sequencing platform for the same 

purpose. Once the samples were received at the NIHS sequencing platform, they were 

processed following the protocol detailed in Appendix 11. All details were provided by Mrs. 

Aline Charpagne at NIHS. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was done on servers  ofthe Mueller group at the Boyce Thompson Institute 

(Cornell University, NY, USA) in direct collaboration with DR. SUZY STRICKLER. Data 

analysis began with the raw read files generated from Illumina Hi_Seq sequencing and ends 

with publication ready visualization of the analysis.  
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Quality control is performed on reads for each sample using FastQC.  FastQC provides tools 

to perform a Quality Control check on raw high throughput sequence data. This analysis 

ensures that the data is qualitatively good and tell us in which area there may be some biases.  

 Read Trimming 

In some cases when needed, some abnormalities in reads may be trimmed with FastQC-mcf 

containing a script that is able to trim a given number of base pairs. A cutoff of 20 (meaning 

any sequence length below 20 bp is removed) is often used for poor quality raw reads. In our 

case, reads were not trimmed before mapping. 

 Mapping to the Reference genome (published Robusta Genome) 

The published Coffea canephora reference genome was first downloaded from coffee genome 

hub (www.coffee-genome.org). The fasta file (pseudomolecules.fa) was then indexed using 

bowtie_built command line to facilitate the read mapping. Clean reads were then mapped to 

the reference genome of Coffea canephora (version 1.0) with Tophat2 (2). TopHat is a 

program used to align RNAseq reads to a reference genome. Tophat is built on the strong 

program aligner (Bowtie) which is particularly suitable for short reads. Tophat allows to 

identify exon-exon splice junctions while Bowtie can only align unspliced reads. After 

alignment, each sample generated four mapped files in a format called Sequence Alignment 

Map (SAM) which stores the information about the read alignment against the reference 

sequence. These SAM files are usually compressed into BAM files to reduce the space. The 

four BAM files generated from each sample were then merged into one BAM file using the 

Samtools merge command line. 

 Differentially Expression Analysis 

This analysis used as inputs the aligned RNAseq reads in BAM format and a reference 

annotation file (Gene Transfer format _GTF), a file format that holds information about gene 

structure and predicted functions. Cufflinks (3) was used in conjunction with the Coffea 

canephora version 1.0 (1) annotation file to create a gtf file containing both known and newly 

identified gene models. An analysis of differential expression was run with Cuffdiff (3) using 

the time-course option and the new annotation file. This was run with default parameters to 

calculate expression changes between samples from different times. Cuffdiff compares not 

only the expression of genes and transcripts but also can tell which genes are up or down 

regulated between samples. Cuffdiff outputs 11 files including four FPKM (Fragment per 

http://www.coffee-genome.org/
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million reads mapped) tracking files for genes (genes.fpkm_tracking), isoforms 

(isoforms.fpkm_tracking), coding sequences (ds.fpkm_tracking) and transcripts 

(tss.fpkm_tracking) and 7 results files (Appendix 12).  

These results are reported as a set of text files and can be displayed in the plotting 

environment of your choice. Differentially expressed genes are further filtered based on 1) 

significant q value, 2) log2 fold-change greater than 2 and, 3) expression of at least 1 FPKM 

in at least 1 comparison. 

 Visualization 

Data was visualized using the powerful plotting tool Cummerbund developed by L. Goff et al. 

2013. This tool provides facilities for creating commonly used expression plots such as 

volcano, scatter, box plots and heatmaps. This package functions in the R statistical 

computing environment using the Cuffdiff outputs as objects suitable for analysis.  An 

appropriate R script, developed at BTI by Dr. Susan Strickler, was used visualize graphs from 

our Cuffdiff analysis. 

A Venn diagram was created to determine overlapping sets of filtered, differentially expressed 

genes between the different time points and treatments 

(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/). 
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3.4.2. RESULTS 

To investigate the transcriptome response to water deficit in the leaves of Robusta FRT07, 

cDNA libraries were made from the 13 selected RNA samples and then sequenced using the 

Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. The 13 samples included four repeats for T0 and 3 repeats for 

each T1 (mild water), T3 (severe water deficit) and T5 (rewatering) time points (Fig.31).  In 

total, around 70 million paired-end 125 bp reads were generated for each library. These reads 

were then mapped to C. canephora reference genome (Denoeud et al. 2014). The major 

characteristics of these reads and their mapping score are summarized in Table 2. 

 

Figure 30:  Leaf Sampling for RNA-Seq Analysis. 

Table 2:  Summary for Robusta FRT07 RNA-seq Samples 

Sample           Time      Total raw reads (millions)  Reads Mapped (% of total) 

SAM01 T0 72809728   57.45 

SAM03 T0 76333760   54.775 

SAM05 T0 78063526   58.825 

SAM09 T0 69655698   50.1 

SAM06 T1 80898232   57.975 

SAM10 T1 71822650   48.225 

SAM13 T1 70462306   51 

SAM07 T3 77792062   50.925 

SAM11 T3 73606584   47.7 

SAM14 T3 76022682   48.1 

SAM08 T5 75032190   51.875 

SAM12 T5 75599376   48.15 

SAM15 T5 72431912   47.9 

We used FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase per Million) method to normalize the expression of 

identified transcripts across different conditions. To visualize the range of transcript 

abundance, log10 values of FPKM were used to construct box-and-whisker plot for each of the 

condition. As seen in the Figure 31, the majority of the transcripts fall in the log10 FPKM 

range of -1–+1. However, some of the transcripts have log10 FPKM values higher and lower 

than this range. These transcripts are the outliers and are represented by black dots (each dot 

representing one transcript). It was observed that median and quartile values across T0, T1, 

T3 and T5 were almost similar.  

T0 = 0 

day 
T1= 3 

days 
T3=9 days T5= 24H_Rec 

3 Repeats 4 Repeats 3 Repeats 3 Repeats 
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Figure 31:Estimation of FPKM normalization in different libraries. Box-and-whisker plot of 

log10 FPKM values in RNA-Seq libraries of control (T0), mild water deficit (T0), severe water defict 

(T3) and 24H recovery (T5). 

To see how many transcripts are significantly regulated, volcano plots were constructed by 

plotting the fold change values against the negative log of p-values (Fig. 33). The higher the 

negative log p-values, more is the significance of the regulation. In the center of the volcano 

is a line at which fold change is zero. On one side of the line are the negative fold change 

values indicating down-regulation and on the other side are the positive fold change values 

thereby indicating up-regulation. Significantly regulated genes are represented by red dots. 

Our data showed that a big proportion of all genes are significantly regulated by water deficit. 
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Figure 32Estimation of expression changes in different libraries. Volcano plots of the transcriptome in 

mild water deficit (T0 vs T1), severe water deficit (T1 vs T3) and 24H recovery (T3 vs T5). Statistical 

significance (−log10 of p-value; Y- axis) has been plotted against log2 fold change (X-axis). 

As a first step in the characterization of C. canephora transcriptional responses to water 

deficit, we carried out the identification of the unigenes whose expression level significantly 

changed (with at least two-fold difference in expression levels) upon water deficit and 

recovery treatments. A total of 2664 genes showed differential expression (DEGs) in at least 

one of the three conditions; control vs. mild water deficit (T0 vs. T1), mild vs. severe deficit 

(T1 vs. T3) and severe water deficit vs. recovery (T3 vs. T5) (Fig. 34). During the course of 

water deficit treatments, the largest differences occurred between T1 and T3, and 680 up-

regulated and 751 down-regulated DEGs were identified in T3; while the smallest differences 

existed between T0 and T1, and only 102 up-regulated and 68 down-regulated DEGs were 

identified in T1 (Fig. 35). At the recovery stage (T3 vs. T5), there were a total of 606 up-
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regulated DEGs and 457 down-regulated DEGs.There were relatively bigger overlaps 

between the DEGs (22)identified at T3 vs.T5 and T0 vs.T1. 

 

 

Figure 33: The up-regulated and down-regulated transcript numbers during water deficit and 

rewatering treatments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34:Venn diagrams showing the number of genes up-regulated (a) or down-regulated (b) by 

different levels of water deficit and re-watering in Robusta leaf tissue. Circles are time course 

comparisons of control vs. mild water deficit (T0vT1), mild water deficit vs. severe water deficit 

(T1vT3) and severe water deficit vs. recovery (T3vT5). Only transcripts with a change of >2 fold in all 

4 replicates for T0 and 3 replicates for T1, T3 and T5 were included. 

For experimental validation and expression profiling, the five candidate genes already tested 

using Q-PCR in experiment 2, were studied in this transcriptomic analysis. These genes 

include the two transcription factors CcDREB1 and CcMyb102, the dehydrin CcDH1a, the 

heat shock protein 90 CcHSP90 and the 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase CcNCED3. As 

expected expression levels of CcDREB1, CcMyb102, CcDH1a and CcNCED3 levels 
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increased substantially under water deficit treatment whereas the gene encoding for HSP90 

remained unchanged. The relative expression profiles of the above mentioned transcripts are 

depicted in Figure 36. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Expression profiles of selected candidate genes. Genes are the same already tested in 

Experiment 2. Blue, Pink, Marron and Green columns represent T0, T1, T3 and T5 respectively. Note, 

the scale of the y-axis differs for every plot. 

CcDREB1 CcMyb102 

CcDH1a CcHSP90 

CcNCED3 
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3.4.3. DISCUSSION 

Since the genomic information of C. canephora is now available in the public database, 

transcriptome analysis using the NGS technology becomes one of the essential tools for 

elucidation of the molecular mechanism underlying water tolerance in coffee. The primary 

objective of this study was to visualize the landscape of changes occurring in transcriptome 

of C, canephora upon imposition of water deficits. There are more than 26000 unique 

transcripts in C. canephora reported (Denoeud et al. 2014). Analysis of expression patterns of 

these transcripts revealed that 2664 unique transcripts were responsive to water deficit with 

1388 transcripts up regulated and 1276 down regulated. Several recent studies classified the 

water deficit responsive genes into three main categories;biological process, molecular 

function and cellular component categories(Villar et al. 2011, Li et al. 2014, Gao et al. 2015). 

Genes related to biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, plant hormone signal transduction 

(Shi et al. 2013), carbohydrate catabolic process, lipid metabolic process, energy reserve 

metabolic process, lipoprotein metabolic process, nitrogen compound metabolic process 

and oxidation reduction were found to be greatly enriched under water deficit condit ions 

(Dugas et al. 2011b, Garg et al. 2016). Therefore functional characterization of these 2664 C. 

canephora genes that are regulated by water deficit (on going) will allow identifying key 

processes triggering coffee response to water deficit and then to target potential genetic 

markers (genes) for further breeding program. 

In order to prove the authenticity of RNA-seq analysis, we pooled out the expression profiles 

of several genes already studied using quantitative real time PCR. All genes exhibited the 

same trend of expression already observed in Q-PCR, which validate therefore the reliability 

of the RNA-seq analysis. 
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4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

Our study provides a first comprehensive evaluation of the physiological and the genetic 

responses of C. canephora to both atmospheric and soil water deficit under different 

temperature. The findings of this study demonstrate that the physiological and gene 

response behaviours and capability to resist to water deficit conditions of C. canephora was 

highly influenced by the surrounding temperature. Clearly, plants are constantly exposed 

to environmental variations such as air temperature, vapour pressure deficit of the atmosphere 

and soil moisture availability. Hence, especially with regard to the predictions of global 

climatic changes, these overlaid variationschallenge an accurate prediction of coffee 

behaviour. Consequently, analysis of the impact of multiple environmental variations on 

plants is essential in order to project future functioning of the plants in response to changing 

environments. 

First, our results revealed that coffee plants acclimated to higher air humidity exhibit high 

sensitivity to rapid atmospheric water deficit. Disproportionate changes on the physiology and 

the genetic of coffee plants in response to atmospheric water deficit might impose greater risk 

of yield loss, on plants grown under high RH, in case of sudden weather fluctuations. New 

studies generating more extensive transcription data should be very helpful to identify the 

gene networks associated with altered responses to different levels of VPD stress, and such 

information could ultimately be useful to breeders developing new “climate smart” coffee 

varieties. 

Secondly, the strong influence of air temperature on plant physiology and gene expression 

responses under soil water deficit conditions observed in this 

study have  important implications for understanding the response of coffee.   The two key 

coffee species, C canephora and C. arabica, are expected to be at risk due to climate change 

induced changes in rainfall patterns.  If periods of lower than normal rainfall are accompanied 

by increases in temperature,coffee production will experience more frequent 

and damaging droughts.  In this regard, the results presented here thatrevealed the existence of 

different genotype specific responses to water deficit within the C. canephora species, is 

encouraging.  This demonstrates that inherent, complex water-use efficiency (WUE) 

characteristics possessed by some genotypes can be discovered and exploited in breeding 

programs aimed at developing new, more drought-adapted cultivars of coffee. Towards this 

goal, the work here suggests that further investigation involving well characterized coffee 

genotypes and growing under environmentally controlled conditions could identify and select 
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more drought tolerant coffees.  It is noted that studying multiple stresses simultaneously is 

likely to become more important in the future, particularly in light of recent research, such as 

that with maize and tall fescue, which indicate that combined tolerance to drought and heat 

could be genetically distinct from tolerance to the individual stresses alone (Cairns et al. 2013, 

Sermons et al. 2012). 

   

Finally, the transcriptome resource generated in this study should contribute to our goal to 

develop more climate tolerant coffees by enhancing our understanding of the molecular 

mechanisms involved in defining the response of C. canephora against two important and 

interrelated abiotic stresses, water deficit and heat.  

In addition to having important implications for the management of agricultural systems, 

including row crops and forests, the findings of our study may help scientists anticipate future 

effects of climate change. Looking to the future, it will become even more important to 

separately resolve VPD and soil moisture effects on ecosystem functioning. VPD is highly 

sensitive to changes in air temperature and is thus expected to rise globally in the future. On 

the other hand, projected changes in precipitation and soil moisture are less certain, more 

spatially variable, and smaller in relativemagnitude. As a result, soil moisture and VPD will 

probably become more decoupled, which could cause the ecological impacts of droughts to 

diverge even further from our present understanding. And as these humidity levels fall, plants 

may become less effective at removing carbon from the atmosphere, reducing their ability to 

offset climate change. At the same time, agricultural management strategies like irrigation, 

which improve soil moisture but have a smaller effect on humidity, may become less effective 

in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://phys.org/tags/humidity+levels/
http://phys.org/tags/plants/
http://phys.org/tags/climate+change/
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APPENDIX 1: PRIMERS AND PROBES SEQUENCE TABLE 
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Primers and probes used in the Taqman
R
 Quantitative RT-PCR experiments.Primers and 

probes were designed using the PRIMER EXPRESS Software(Applied Biosystems). All 

MGB Probes were labeled at the 5’ end with the fluorescent reporter dye 6-

carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and at the 3’ end with the quencher dye 6-carboxy-tetramethyl-

rhodamine (TAMRA), except rpl-39 probe which was labeled at the 5’ end with the 

fluorescent reporter dye VIC and at the 3’ end with quencher TAMRA. 

 

Primers and Probes Sequences (5’  3’) 

rpl39-F GAACAGGCCCATCCCTTATTG 

rpl39-R CGGCGCTTGGCATTGTA 

rpl39-MGB ATGCGCACTGACAACA 

DH1a-F CGGTCACAAGGAGGCTCAA 

DH1a-R GTATCCAGGAGCTGCAGTAGCA 

DH1a-MGB CTGGACAAGAATATTC 

Myb 102-F CAACTTTATCGACGCCTTCGT 

Myb 102-R TGCAGCTGTTGATGTAAGTTGAATT 

Myb 102-MGB CCCTACACCATTGCAAT 

DREB1-F TGAGGAGGCGGTTTTTGG 

DREB1-R CATCAATCCTTCTGCCATATTGG 

DREB1-MGB ATGCCTGGCTTGATT 

HSP90-F GGAGAGAATCATGCAGTCACAGA 

HSP90-R TTGCCCCGCATGTATGC 

HSP90-MGB CCTATCAGATTCTAGCAAGC 

gDNAGOS-F CGTAGGTTATTGATTTATTTATGCTATTGC 

gDNAGOS-R ATATGCCCACCAACCCAACA 

gDNAGOS-MGB ATGACTCGGAGCAATT 

cDNAGOS-F ATGTGCATATCCGTATCCAACAAC 

cDNAGOS-R TTTCTTCAACCCTTGCACAGTAGTC 

cDNAGO-MGB AATGGTAGGAAAAGCC 

ATAF1-F AAGCTCCGAAAGGCATCAAA 

ATAF1-R CACGTTAGCCAGGCGGTACT 

ATAF1-MGB CCAACTGGATAATGCAC 

NYC1-F GGAAATCCCGGCAAGCA 

NYC1-R AGGCCTCTTGGCATGGTTT 

NYC1-MGB TTGCTGGGATATGCC 

ABF2-F GGTGGGATTGTTGGACTTTCTG 

ABF2-R AGTGCACCATTTTGAACCAAACT 

ABF2-MGB TCCGGCAACGAGTGC 
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APPENDIX 2: Details on the method used to carry out the quantitative gene expression 

analysis using RT-PCR. 

 

25 µl reactions were performed in a 1× Taqman Universal PCR master mix (Applied 

Biosystems®) with 800 nm of each gene-specific primer and 200 nm of the corresponding 

TaqMan probe.  5 μL of 50-fold diluted cDNA were used as a template, which corresponded 

to approximately 2.5 ng of the original RNA in each sample.  The complete reaction mixture 

was then incubated at 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40 amplification cycles 

of 15s at 95 °C and 1 min at 60 °C. Samples were quantified using either a Gene(r) Amp 7500 

or a Vii 7® Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems®).  All the primer and Taqman 

probe sequences used are shown in the Table of appendix 2.  The Ct values were obtained 

using the thresholds defined automatically by the software of the quantitative PCR apparatus 

for each gene’s specific primer/probe set. Using these output Ct values, the Relative 

Quantification (RQ) results were calculated using the ubiquitously expressed gene RPL39 

according to the ΔCt method, where RQ=2
–ΔCt

 and ΔCt = Cttarget_gene minus Ctrpl39 ref gene.   

The amplification efficiencies of the primer/probe sets were tested using various dilutions of 

the plasmid containing the corresponding gene and were all found to be near 100 %.   When 

plasmid DNA containing the gene was not available, diluted genomic DNA (Robusta FRT-

07) was used, and again the efficiencies were found to be close to 100%.  Genomic DNA 

contamination of the cDNA samples was measured by quantitative RT-PCR using two 

Taqman primer-probe sets specific for the GOS gene; one amplifying specifically an 

intron/exon junction genomic sequence and the other amplifying a sequence only generated 

after RNA splicing.  All the samples showed at least a 5-6 Ct difference between cDNA and 

gDNA levels, indicating that any gDNA contamination was too low to significantly impact on 

the transcript measurements obtained.      
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APPENDIX 3: PLANT PICTURES DURING THE HUMIDITY SHOCK 

EXPERIEMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T=0  RH-80-85%  
      ~ 25°C 

T=15m  RH-30%  
      42°C 

Panel B 

T=0                    
RH 80-85% ~ 25°C 

T=15 min   
RH 30%  42°C 

T=45 min     
RH 30%  42°C T=2 hrs   

RH 30%  42°C 

T=24 hrs   
(Recovery) 

RH-80-85% ~25°C 
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APPENDIX 4: CcMYB102 Multiple Sequence Alignment 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 4: Multiple sequence alignment of the Cc Myb102  

protein sequence with the sequences of several putative plant orthologues, including the well 

characterized gene At-Myb102 (acc NP_567626)  from Arabidopsis thaliana (Denekamp and 

Smeekens, 2003).  The other genes are SiMYB102-like  (acc  XP_011096186); NsMYB102-

like (acc  XP_009801248); TcMYB102 (acc XP_007025822) and At-Myb74 (acc NP 192419).  

All sequences were aligned using  CLUSTALW 2  program from  Lasergene® 11 package 

(DNASTAR). 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 

CcMyb-102 
Si-Myb102-like 
Ns-Myb102-like 
Tc-Myb102 
At-Myb102 
At-Myb74 
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APPENDIX 5: CcHsp90 Multiple Sequence Alignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 5  Multiple sequence alignment of CcHSP90-7  with 

its putative ortholog AtHsp90-7 (acc NP_194150) from Arabidopsis thaliana (Z-S Xu, et al. 

2012 Int. J. Mol. Sci., 13, 15706-15723;Song, H et al 2009, Planta 229 (4), pp 955-964) and 

the three  closest sequences found in the Genbank protein database.  All sequences were 

aligned using  CLUSTALW 2  program from  Lasergene® 11 package (DNASTAR).  The 

accession numbers are as follows CrHSP90-7-Like (acc P35016); FvHASP90-7-Like (acc  

XP_004291352); NnHSP90-7-Like (acc XP_010246858).  

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 

Cc Hsp90.7 
At Hsp90.7 
Cr Hsp90-like 
Fv Hsp90-like 
Nn Hsp90-like 
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Note: The following “in-silico” approach was taken to identify the putative Coffee canephora 

orthologues of well characterized A. thaliana genes involved in heat stress, drought stress, and 

senescence.  In each case, the protein sequence of the well characterized Arabidopsis gene 

(AtHSP90.7, AtATAF1, AtABF2 and AtNYE1) was used in a BLASTP search against 

the Coffee canephora genome (http://coffee-genome.org/). The Robusta sequence sharing 

the highest protein identity with the characterized Arabidopsis sequence was chosen for gene 

expression analysis.  To find the most highly related sequences in other plants, we also blasted 

each Arabidopsis protein sequence against the protein databases of both NCBI 

(http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and TAIR (https://www.arabidopsis.org/). " 
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APPENDIX 6: CcATAF1 Multiple Sequence Alignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 6. Multiple sequence alignment of CcATAF1 with its 

putative ortholog from Arabidopsis thaliana AtATAF1 (Jensen et al. 2013; acc NM_100054) 

and the three  closest sequences found in the Genbank protein database.  All sequences were 

aligned using  CLUSTALW.   The accession numbers are as follows  At-ATAF2 (acc 

NP_680161.1), At-NAC102 (acc NP_201184.2), Am_NACT (Avicennia marina, acc: 

ABS80935.1), Si_NACDP1 (Sesamum indicum, acc: XP_011099683.1) and  Si_NACDP2 

(Sesamum indicum, acc XP_011097089.1)  

 

 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MEYRGQRRT MDGADL EL SL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VMHYL CRKCAAQPI SAPI I AE I DL  56CcNAC-ATAF1-pro.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MKGGDQQL NL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VVHYL CRKCAGQQI GVPVI AE I DL  47Am_PNACTF_1.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MKG- DQQL NL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VVHYL CRRCAGDQI AVPI I AEL DL  46Si_NACDP_2-like_2.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MKGGEQQL NL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VVHYL CRRCAGQQI AVPI I AE I DL  47Si_NACDP_2-like_3.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MS- - - EL L QL PPGF RF HPT DEEL VMHYL CRKCASQSI AVPI I AE I DL  44AtfATAF1.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MK- - - SEL NL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VKF YL CRKCASEQI SAPVI AE I DL  44AtfATAF2.pro

MDF AL F SSI S I F E I NHKDPPI RRF I KT QNRI L ST RKQQGT F PKMK- - - AEL NL PAGF RF HPT DEEL VKF YL CRRCASEPI NVPVI AE I DL  87At-NACDCP102-6.pro

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

YKF DPWEL PEMAL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPI GKPKAL GI KKAL VF YAGKAPKGI KT NWI MHEYRL ANV 146CcNAC-ATAF1-pro.pro

YKF DPWEL PDL AL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPVGKPKT L GI KKAL VF YAGKAPRGVKT NWI MHEYRL ANV 137Am_PNACTF_1.pro

YKF DPWEL PDMAL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPVGKPKT L GI KKAL VF YAGKAPRGVKT NWI MHEYRL ANV 136Si_NACDP_2-like_2.pro

YKF DPWQL PGMSL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPVGKPKT L AI KKAL VF YAGKAPRGVKT NWI MHEYRL ANV 137Si_NACDP_2-like_3.pro

YKYDPWEL PGL AL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRSAGSGYWKAT GADKPI GL PKPVGI KKAL VF YAGKAPKGEKT NWI MHEYRL ADV 134AtfATAF1.pro

YKF NPWEL PEMSL YGEKEWYF F SPRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPI GKPKT L GI KKAL VF YAGKAPKGI KT NWI MHEYRL ANV 134AtfATAF2.pro

YKF NPWEL PEMAL YGEKEWYF F SHRDRKYPNGSRPNRAAGT GYWKAT GADKPI GKPKT L GI KKAL VF YAGKAPKGI KT NWI MHEYRL ANV 177At-NACDCP102-6.pro

190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

DRSAGK- RNN- L RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT L EKYNN- VDQKAL L SSQEEMEEQKPKNL I SF DQNGI VT T EAKKMQQL QQNT I MAQQMMNDYL  233CcNAC-ATAF1-pro.pro

DRSAGK- T KN- L RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT L EKHL S- VDQKEVQF S- - DSEEQKPE- VDAF PF GDMVMPGP- - APPVQAPVT L ASQRMNDYM 219Am_PNACTF_1.pro

DRSAGK- RNN- L RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT L EKHYN- VDQKDVHF S- - DSEEQKPK- VEAL PYGEMT T P- - - - - - VMQVT QT VASQRMT EYI  214Si_NACDP_2-like_2.pro

DRSAGN- RNN- L RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT L DKHYMNVDKEAMQF S- - DSEEQKPE- VNGF PYDGMVAL - - - - - - - VQAPQSL PSQRMNAYT  215Si_NACDP_2-like_3.pro

DRSVRK- KKNSL RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGAT ERRGP- - - PPPVVYG- DEI MEEKPK- - - - - - VT EMVMP- - - - - - - - - - - - - PPPQQT SEF A 200AtfATAF1.pro

DRSASVNKKNNL RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT MEKYF P- - - - - - - - - A - - - - DEKPRT - - - - - - - T T MAEQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - - SS  184AtfATAF2.pro

DRSAST NKKNNL RL DDWVL CRI YNKKGT MEKYL P- - - - - - - - - A - - - - AAEKPT - - - - - - - EKMS- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  222At-NACDCP102-6.pro

280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360

HF ET SESA- PRL HT - DSSGSEQI L SPEVL SPEF AHEREVQSAPKWSDL ERA- - - - - - - L DF QF T - MDGF QDDPF VSN- QMQYNDQVYPF Q 312CcNAC-ATAF1-pro.pro

HF DASDSF - PKL HT - DSSSSE- - - - - HVL SPEF MCDKEVQSAPKWSEL EST - - - - - - - L DF PL I YMDGF QDDPF GS- - QMQYGDQL SL F P 293Am_PNACTF_1.pro

HF DT SDSV- PKL HT - DSSCSE- - - - - HVL SPEF MCDKEVQSESKWGEL ESY- - - - - - - L DYQL NYVDGF QDDPF GS- - QMQNNDQL SI F Q 288Si_NACDP_2-like_2.pro

HL NT SESV- PKL HT - DSSSSE- - - - - HAF SPEF - - E - EVKSEPKWSEF EI P- - - - - - - T NF QL NYMDGF QDDPF SS- - QMQYNDQL F L F Q 286Si_NACDP_2-like_3.pro

YF DT SDSV- PKL HT T DSSCSE- - - - - QVVSPEF T - - SEVQSEPKWKDWSAVSNDNNNT L DF GF NYI DAT VDNAF GG- - - GGSSNQMF PL Q 279AtfATAF1.pro

PF DT SDST YPT L QEDDSSSSG- - GHGHVVSPDV- - - L EVQSEPKWGEL EDAL EAF - - DT SMF GSSMEL L QPDAF VPQF L YQS- DYF T SF Q 266AtfATAF2.pro

- - - T SDSR- - - - - - - - CSSHV- - I SPDVT CSDN- - - WEVESEPKWI NL EDAL EAF NDDT SMF - SSI GL L QNDAF VPQF QYQSSDF VDSF Q 295At-NACDCP102-6.pro

370

DMF L YMQKPF .                                                                                 323CcNAC-ATAF1-pro.pro

DMYAYMQKPF                                                                                  303Am_PNACTF_1.pro

DMF AYMQKPF                                                                                  298Si_NACDP_2-like_2.pro

DMF GYMQKPF                                                                                  296Si_NACDP_2-like_3.pro

DMF MYMQKPY                                                                                 289AtfATAF1.pro

DPPE- - QKPF L NWSF APQG                                                                        283AtfATAF2.pro

DPF E- - QKPF L NWNF APQG                                                                        312At-NACDCP102-6.pro

Decoration 'Decoration #1': Shade (with solid l ight gray) residues that match the Consensus exactly.
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APPENDIX 7: CcNYE1 Multiple Sequence Alignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 7  Multiple sequence alignment of CcNYE1 with its 

putative ortholog AtPNY1 (also called AtNYE1 acc NP_567673.1) from Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Ken et al, 2007 Plant Physiol. 144, 1429-1441) and the closest sequences found in the 

Genbank protein database.  All sequences were aligned using  CLUSTALW.  The accession 

numbers are as follows; Ns_PSG (Nicotiana sylvestris, acc: XP_009798966.1), Nt_PSP 

(Nicotiana tabacu, acc : ABY19382.1), Cc_hp (Citrus clementina, acc : XP_006440495.1), 

At-PSG2 (acc NP_192928.2) and At-UP (NP_001118967.1).  

 

 

 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

MGT L ST SPL L PKEL RPSSL F REHRS- - - - - SVL VYPT RRRKSKKSQSL NPVARL F GPAI F EASKL QVVF L GVDEEKHPGQ 75Cc08_g13770 non-yellow ing 1 protein.pro

MGT L T ASL VVPSKL KP- - - - - EKQS- - - - - SI F I YKT RR- KSNKNQSI VPVARL F GPAI F EASKL KVL F L GVDEKKHPGK 69Ns_PSG_1.pro

MGT L T T SL AVPSKL NP- - - - - EKQS- - - - - SI F I YKT RR- KSNKNQSI VPVARL F GPAI F EASKL KVL F L GVDEKKHPGK 69Nt_PSP_2.pro

MASL VAAL GL PSKL KASS- - YEQQN- - - - - AL F VSRRRS- - KKKNQSF SPVARL F GPAI F EASKL KVL F L GVDEEKHPGK 71Cc_hp_3.pro

MCSL SAI ML L PT KL KPAYS- - DKRSNSSSSSSL F F NNRR- SKKKNQSI VPVARL F GPAI F ESSKL KVL F L GVDEKKHPST  77At-PNY1-4.pro

MCSL AT NL L L PSKMKPVF P- - EKL S- - - - T SSL CVT T RR- SKMKNRSI VPVARL F GPAI F EASKL KVL F L GVDEKKHPAK 73At-PSG2-5.pro

MCSL MASL L L PANL KPDF S- - DKER- - - - SSSI PST T RS- SKRKKQSMF PVARL F GQAI F EASKL NVKF L GVDEKKHPPN 73At-UP-6.pro

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

L PRAYT F T HSDVT SKL T L AI SQT I NNSQI QGWYNKL QRDEVVAEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF L L DL CARL RYWI F CK 155Cc08_g13770 non-yellow ing 1 protein.pro

L PRT YT L T HSDVT SKL T L AI SQT I NNSQL QGWYNKL QRDEVVAEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF L L DL F ARL RYYI F CK 149Ns_PSG_1.pro

RPRT YT L T HSDVT SKL T L AI SQT I NNSQL QGWYNRL QRDEVVAEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF L L DL F ARL RYYI F CK 149Nt_PSP_2.pro

L PRT YT L T HSDI T SKL T L AI SQT I NNSQL QGWYNRL QRDEVVAEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF L L DI CARL RF F I F SK 151Cc_hp_3.pro

L PRT YT L T HSDI T AKL T L AI SQSI NNSQL QGWANRL YRDEVVAEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF L L DL F AKF RYF I F CK 157At-PNY1-4.pro

L PRT YT L T HSDI T AKL T L AI SQSI NNSQL QGWANKL F RDEVVGEWKKVKGKMSL HVHCHI SGGHF F L NL I AKL RYYI F CK 153At-PSG2-5.pro

L PRT YT F T HSDI T AKL T L AI SHSI NNSQL QGWANRL YRDEVVAEWRKVKSNMSL HVHCHI SGDHF L L DL I AEL RYF I F CK 153At-UP-6.pro

170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240

EL PVVL KAF VYADGGL L NNYPEL QEAL VWVYF HSNI PEF NKAECWGPL QAAAAPS- - - GGI - - QMENKEI PASNCWDMPK 230Cc08_g13770 non-yellow ing 1 protein.pro

EL PVVL KAF VHGDENL L NNYPEL QEAL VWVYF HSNI QEF NKVECWGPL KEAASPSS- SGGVGGKMGNT NT T SNSNWDL PQ 228Ns_PSG_1.pro

EL PVVL KAF VHGDKNL L NNYPEL QEAL VWVYF HSNI QEF NKVECWGPL KEAASPSS- SGGVGGKMRNT NT T SNSNWDL PQ 228Nt_PSP_2.pro

EL PVVL KAF VHGDGNL L NNHPEL QEAL VWVYF HSNI PEF NKVECWGPL KEAVAGSSKAGGT - - RHEI RQET SI SNWEL PE 229Cc_hp_3.pro

EL PVVL KAF VHGDGNL L NNYPEL QEAL VWVYF HSNVNEF NKVECWGPL WEAVS- - - - - - - - - - - PDGHKT - - - E- - T L PE 221At-PNY1-4.pro

EL PVVL EAF AHGDEYL L NNHPEL QESPVWVYF HSNI PEYNKVECWGPL WEAMSQH- - - - - - - - QHDGRT HKKSE- - T L PE 223At-PSG2-5.pro

EL PMVL KAF VHGDENML NNYPEL HEAF VWVYF HSNI PKF NKVECWGRL CEAT S- - - - - - - - - - - HDGCKT PT CE- - I L PE 220At-UP-6.pro

250 260 270 280 290

- PCQEACSCCF PPMSL I PWSQSF - SSGSKENDGT KPQGK- SL QQQQQS.                                 276Cc08_g13770 non-yellow ing 1 protein.pro

- PCQESCSCCF PPMSL I PWPSDD- I SG- - - T DGEPI QG- - - L QEQQS                                  267Ns_PSG_1.pro

- PCQESCSCCF PPMSL I PWPSDD- I SG- - - T DGGPI QG- - - L QEQQS                                  267Nt_PSP_2.pro

- PCQET CNCCF PPMSL I PWSEKL - PL QT E- NRGT QGQE- - SL QQQT R                                  271Cc_hp_3.pro

ARCADECSCCF PT VSSI PWSHSL SNEGVNGYSGT QT EG- - - I AT PNPEKL                                268At-PNY1-4.pro

L PCPDECKCCF PT VST I PWSHRH- YQHT AADENVADG- - - L L EI PNPGKSKG                             271At-PSG2-5.pro

PPCF DKCSCCF PT VST I PWSHSHGCSHGEEDNNVAI AGGNL L T KYMYKRSKRK                            273At-UP-6.pro

Decoration 'Decoration #1': Shade (w ith solid light gray)  residues that match the Consensus exactly.
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APPENDIX 8: CcABF2 Multiple Sequence Alignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 8.  Multiple sequence alignment of CcABF2 with its 

putative ortholog At-ABF2 (also called ARBE1; acc NP_001185157.1) from Arabidopsis 

thaliana (Yoshida et al 2010) and the closest sequences found in the Genbank protein 

database.  All sequences were aligned using  CLUSTALW.  The accession numbers are as 

follows, Ns_bZIPTF (Nicotiana sylvestris , acc: XP_009795221.1), Si_AAI_5-like (Sesamum 

indicum, acc: XP_011083868.1) and Cs_bZIPTG (Camellia sinensis, acc: AGG39700.1), At-

ABF3 (acc NP_849490.2) and At-AAI_5-like (NP_199105.1). 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

MGS- - - HF NF KNF GNEQI EGS- - - - - - GGG- RPPGNF PL ARQPSVYSL T F DEF QT T - - - - MGGVGKDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WSAEEF QT M-  75CcABF2-complete pro.pro

MGS- - - NL NI KNYGNEPPGES- - - - - - GSG- - - GAGVPL VRQSSVYSL T F DEF - - - - - - - L RGSGKDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WSAEESQNM-  70Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

MGS- - - NL NF KSF GNNPPADG- - - - - - GGGGRPPGSL PL VRQSSVYSL T F EEF QNT - - - - VGGSGKDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WSAEESQNF -  76Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

M- - - - - - - NF KNF GNEPPEEGGA- - - - GGGGRPPGI F PL ARQT SI YSL T F DEF QST - - - - I GGSGKDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WSAEET QT V-  74Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

MDG- - - SMNL - - - - - - - - GNEPPGDGGGGGG- - - - - L - - T RQGSI YSL T F DEF QSS- - - - VG- - - KDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WSAEET QAM-  64At-ABF2-4.pro

MGS- - - RL NF KSF VDGVSEQQPT - - - - VGT S- - - - - L PL T RQNSVF SL T F DEF QNSWGGGI G- - - KDF GSMNMDEL L KNI WT AEESHSMM 75At-ABF3-5.pro

MDSYWRL KNL - - - - - - - - VNDL P- - - - VST S- - - - - L - - SRQGSI YSWT VDQF QT S- - - - L G- - - L DCGSMNMDEL VKHI SSAEET QE- -  62At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EF T VGA 81CcABF2-complete pro.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - GT - SGVGGQEVGVPGGN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L QRQGSL T L PRT L SQKT VDEVWRDMSK- - - - - - - EYCSGK 119Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - GAT YGNAGQEGNGNGY- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L QRQGSL T L PRT L SQKT VDEVWRDMSK- - - - - - - EYVGGK 125Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - GT T SGL QGQGQGQEGVAPNGH- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L QRQGSL T L PRT L SQKT VDEVWRDL AK- - - - - - - EYGGGK 128Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - AS- GVVPVL GGGQEGL Q- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L QRQGSL T L PRT L SQKT VDQVWKDL SKVGSSGVGGSNL SQ 120At-ABF2-4.pro

GNNT SYT NI SNGN- SGNT VI NGGGNNI G- - - - GL AVGVGGESGGF F T GGSL QRQGSL T L PRT I SQKRVDDVWKEL MK- - - - - - - EDDI GN 153At-ABF3-5.pro

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SQRQGST T L PPT L SKQNVGEVWKSI T E- - - - - - - EKHT NN 96At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

KDT T GVGI T T I PQRQQT L GEMT L EDF L L RAGVVREDAQ- L AG- KP- - - - - - - - NI T GL L GDL SRT - - - - - ANNQASF GF GYQ- - - Q- - PE 151CcABF2-complete pro.pro

DGNGDVGL SNMPRRQQT L GEMT L EDF L VRAGVVREDAQ- L AA- KA- - - - - - - - SNVGVF GDMSHA- - - - - GHSL GV- GF GYQ- - - Q- - SN 188Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

DSSGSMSGF GVPQRQPT L GEVT L EEF L VRAGVVREEAQ- L AS- KP- - - - - - - - NNVGF F GDSSNA- - - - - VST SGL - GF GNQ- - - QHEAS 196Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

DGI GAVNS- NQPQRQPT L GEMT L EEF L VRAGVVREEL Q- L PHGNP- - - - - - - - NNT GF F GDL SRP- - - - - NNNT AL - GF AF Q- - - Q- - MG 197Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

- VAQAQSQ- SQSQRQQT L GEVT L EEF L VRAGVVREEAQ- VAARAQ- - - - - - - - I AEN- - - - - NKGGYF GNDANT GF - SVEF QQPSP- - RV 191At-ABF2-4.pro

GVVNGGT S- GI PQRQQT L GEMT L EEF L VRAGVVREEPQPVESVT NF NGGF YGF GSNG- - - - - GL G- - - - - T ASNGF - - VANQ- - - P- - QD 225At-ABF3-5.pro

- NGGVT NI - T HL QGQQT L GEI T L EEF F I RAGARGGNT N- GGSI HD- - - - - - - - SSSS- - - - - I SG- - - - - NPHT SL - GVQI Q- - - P- - KA 159At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360

RNT G- - - L VSGRVL ESGNQMAMESA- NL - - - PL NVNGVRST QQ- - - QL GAT Q- T QQT QL L PQ- - - - - - - QQHHPL F PKQPGL PYAT P- - -  220CcABF2-complete pro.pro

GNT A- - - MVASRNI DNNSGI GVQSG- NL - - - PL NVNGI I SVQQ- - - QQGT MQL QQQPQQQQQ- - - - - - - QQQQPL F PKQPGL AYGAP- - -  258Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

RNSG- - - L VSGRF PESNNQVAMQSAGNL - - - PL NI NGVRSAAQ- - - HL ENL P- MQQEQL KQQ- - - - - - - R- - - - I L PKQSAL AYGAP- - -  262Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

QNT G- - - L MGNRI PESNNQNT I QSA- NL - - - PL NVNGVRST QQ- - - Q- - - - - - - - - - - - - QQQRGQQQQQ- - - - L F PKQPNMGYANP- - -  257Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

VAAG- - - VMGNL GAET ANSL QVQGS- SL - - - PL NVNGART T YQQSQQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - QQ- - - - - - - P- - - - I MPKQPGF GYGT QMGQ 250At-ABF2-4.pro

L SGNGVAVRQDL L T AQT QPL QMQQP- QMVQQPQMVQQPQQL I Q- - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - QE- - - - - - - R- - - - PF PKQT T I AF SNT - - -  284At-ABF3-5.pro

MVSD- - - F MNNMVPRS- - - - - - HDS- YL - - - HQNVNGSMST YQ- - - P- - - - - - - - - - - - - QQ- - - - - - - S- - - - I MSMPNGYSYGKQ- - -  206At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450

- - - - - I - - - - A- I PNSAQ- - - - - - - - L GSPGVRGGI VGL SDPAT SA- SL VQNG- - AL QGVGVGMVNL GAGAVT I AAGSPAVSSDGL - - AK 287CcABF2-complete pro.pro

- - - - - M- - - - A- I PT SGQ- - - - - - - - L GSPGMRGGI VGI SDPAL GS- SL VQT A- - AL T GGGMNMVGF GAGGVT GAT GSPAVSSDGL - - GK 325Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

- - - - - M- - - - G- I PSSGQ- - - - - - - - L GSPRI MGGI VGI SDPAMNN- SMVQNA- - AL QGGGL GMVGL GA- - - NVAVGSPA- - SDGL - - T K 324Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

- - - - - M- - - - S- I PSST Q- - - - - - - - MSSPGF RGGI VGI ADST I T N- NL VQSA- - AL QGGGMGMMGL GAGAVT VAT GSPAF SSDGL - - GK 324Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

L NSPGI - - - - R- GGGL VG- - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - GDQSL T NNV- GF VQGASAAI - - - - - - - - - - - PGAL GVGAVSPVT PL SSEGI GK 305At-ABF2-4.pro

- - - - - VDVVNR- SQPAT QCQEVKPSI L - - - - - - - - - - GI HNHPMNN- NL L QAV- - DF - - - - - - - - - - - KT GVT VAAVSPGSQMSPD- - L T  342At-ABF3-5.pro

- - - - - I - - - - RF SNGSL G- - - - - - - - S- - - - - - - - - - GNQSL QDT KRSL VPSVAT I P- - - - - - - - - - - SEAI T CSPVT PF PT L NGK- - QK 256At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540

SNGD- T SSVSPVPYVF NGGL RGR- - - - - - - KCSAL EKVVERRQRRMI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AYT MEL EAEVAKL KEENQ 358CcABF2-complete pro.pro

SNGD- T SSI SPVPYVF SGGL RGR- - - - - - - KGGAVEKVVERRQRRMI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AYT MEL EAEVAKL KEENE 396Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

SNGD- T SSVSPVPYVF NGGL RGR- - - - - - - KSAAL EKVVERRQRRMI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AYT MEL EAEVAKL KEEHE 395Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

SNGD- T SSVSPVPYVF NGGL RGR- - - - - - KSSHAVEKVVERRQRRMI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AYT MEL EAEVAKL KEENQ 396Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

SNGD- SSSL SPSPYMF NGGVRGR- - - - - - KSGT V- EKVVERRQRRMI KNRESAARSRARKQI F T ADQT I YWNAYT VEL EAEVAKL KEEND 387At-ABF2-4.pro

PKSAL DASL SPVPYMF G- - - RVR- - - - - - KT GAVL EKVI ERRQKRMI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AYT MEL EAEI AQL KEL NE 412At-ABF3-5.pro

I NGE- SSL L SPSPYI SNGST ST RGGKI NSEI T AE- KQF VDKKL RRKI KNRESAARSRARKQ- - - - - - - - - - - AQT MEVEVEL ENL KKDYE 333At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

550 560 570 580

EL QKKQAEI MEMQKNQVMEMM- - NQQRGGKRCCL RRT QT GPW.                                                 399CcABF2-complete pro.pro

EL RKKQAEMMEMQKNRVQEMM- - NL QRGAKRRCL RRT QT GPW                                                 436Ns_bZIP_tf_TRAB1- like_1.pro

EL RKKQVEMMEMQKNQVL EMM- - KQQNGT KRQCL RRT QT GPW                                                 435Si_AAI_5-like_P_2.pro

EL RKKQEEI MEL QKNQVL EMM- - NMQQGGKKRCL RRT QT GPW                                                 436Cs_bZIP_TGbZIP8_3.pro

EL QRKQARI MEMQKNQE- T EMRNL L QGGPKKK- L RRT ESGPW                                                 427At-ABF2-4.pro

EL QKKQVEI MEKQKNQL L EPL RQPWGMGCKRQCL RRT L T GPW                                                 454At-ABF3-5.pro

EL L KQHV- - - EL RKRQM- EPGMI SL HERPERK- L RRT KSDI K                                                 370At-AAI_5-like_P8_6.pro

Decoration 'Decoration #1': Shade (w ith solid light gray) residues that match the Consensus exactly.
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APPENDIX 9:Photosynthesis and Related measurements 

 

The measurements were made following the protocol fully detailed in the manual provided by 

the manufacturer. All chemicals were checked before use and changed when needed. A 

newCO2   cartridgewasinstalled in the 6400-1 CO2mixer to allow the system to begin 

pressurizing. During the warm up, the three measured temperatures (leaf, block, air), the light 

sensors, the pressure sensor, the leaf fan and the flow are checked to see if they respond as 

expected. Further calibration protocols, fully detailed in the LI_6400XT version 6.2 manual, 

can be used when any of these parameters is altered. 

Once the IRGA(Infra-Red Gas Analyzer) has been turned on forabout10 minutes, the flow 

zero is checked by turning off the fan. The flow should drop to within 1 or 2 µmols-1.The 

latch was then be adjusted so that the chamber lips are just touching apart when the chamber 

is closed (but not tightly otherwise they will press too hard on the leaf and potentially give a 

distorted reading). With the chamber closed (after the adjustment described above), the 

CO2IRGA zero measurement is checked by tuning the soda lime on full scrub and the 

desiccant on full bypass. The H2O IRGA zero measurement is checked by turning the 

desiccant to full scrub and watching sample and reference H2O go to zero.  For each “zero” 

check, about 10 to 20 minutes are necessary to allowed to appropriate IRGA to stabilize at or 

very close to zero.To make the sample measurements in the experiments presented here, 

the reference values are set for the CO2 at 400 µmol.mol
-1

), the PAR at1000 µmol.m
-2

.s
-1

) and 

the H2O at RH 30-40%). Leaks were also checked by setting the flow rate to200μmol.s
-1

 and 

closure of the chamber was confirmed by blowing hard at the chamber (this should not disturb 

the reading. Also, blowing hard at the various different connections, especially tubing at the 

chemical ports,verified that all the seals were tight.None of these latter tests should 

disturbtheCO2S_μmls-1value by more than 1μmol mol-1. Then, before clamping a leaf into 

the chamber, the two IRGA values for both chambers (reference chamber and sample 

chamber) were matched by pressing the appropriate button (see apparatus instrument for 

further details).This enabled the reference and sample compartments read the similar CO2and 

H2O concentrations. Following these checks the leaf wasclamped into the chamber to begin 

measurements. A stability waiting period is required before recording any data (the length of 

time needed depends on the leaf).Once stability was reached, the measurements 

were recorded for A, gsand Ci. 
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APPENDIX 10: Conditions in the Greenhouse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature and Relative Humidity conditions in the greenhouse 

Temperature (T°C), relative humidity (RH) and light were relatively controlled although they 

may vary depending on the external weather conditions 
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APPENDIX 11: RNA SEQUENCING PROTOCOL at NIHS 

1) Samples details given by Tours RD Center 

40 leaf samples (from controls and plants under different levels of drought stress) were ground into a 

powder using  liquid nitrogen and total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen®)  

following  the suppliers protocol, with the addition of an on-column RNase-free Dnase I treatment 

(Qiagen®). 

Experiment DS-17 

 

FRT-07 27°C -- 60% RH  

12/12 Light dark cycle 

10 Days acclimatization 

(W= with water  Nw= No water) 

 

TWO PLANTS with Added Water   (W)                 

W-Pl1-T=0; Sam1 

W-Pl1-T=9Days; Sam2 

W-Pl2-T=0; Sam3 

W-Pl2-T=9Days; Sam4 

 

THREE PLANTS with Water stress (No water)                    

NwPl2-T=0; Sam5 

NwPl2-T=3Days; Sam6 

NwPl2-T=9 days; Sam7 

NwPl12-T=24 Hr RECOVERY Sam8 

NwPl3-T=0; Sam9 

NwPl3-T=3 days; Sam10 

NwPl3-T=9 days; Sam11 

NwPl3-T=24 Hr RECOVERY; Sam12 

No T=0 plant 1 (enough T=0 samples above) 

NwPl1-T=3 days; Sam13 

NwPl1-T=9 days; Sam14 

NwPl1-T=24 Hr RECOVERY; Sam15 

 

Experiment DS-18 

 

FRT-07 (light 12Hr/12Hr) Temp 42°C for 9 Hours during “day” and 27°C remaining time  

(Note Leaf SAMPLES TAKEN at same time of day for all samples except except at 9 days …)  

60% humidity 

Full heat regime on watered plants. Note:  this + water experiment has extra early point to 

see the heat only effect  

10 Days acclimatization at 27°C, and full water for all plants BEFORE STRESS APPLIED. 

(W= with water  Nw= No water) 
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THREE PLANTS  With Added Water (W)                    

 

W-Pl1-T=0; Sam16 

W-Pl1-T=2; Sam17 

W-Pl1-T=4; Sam18 

W-Pl1-T=6; Sam19 

W-Pl1-T= After 24 hour Recovery Sam20 

W-Pl2-T=0; Sam21 

W-Pl2-T=2; Sam22 

W-Pl2-T=4; Sam23 

W-Pl2-T=6; Sam24 

W-Pl2-T= After 24 hour Recovery; Sam25 

W-Pl3-T=0; Sam26 

W-Pl3-T=2; Sam27 

W-Pl3-T=4; Sam28 

W-Pl3-T=6; Sam29 

W-Pl3-T= After 24 hour Recovery; Sam30 

 

TWO PLANTS  with Water stress (No water) 

 

NwPl1-T=0; Sam31 

NwPl1-T=2; Sam32 

NwPl1-T=6; Sam33 

NwPl1-T=9; Sam34 

NwPl1-T=24 Hr RECOVERY Sam35 

NwPl2-T=0; Sam36 

NwPl2-T=2; Sam37 

NwPl2-T=6; Sam38 

NwPl2-T=9; Sam39 

NwPl2-T=24 Hr RECOVERY; Sam40 

 

 

2) RNA QC done at NIHS to normalize samples before rRNA depletion 

RNA quantification was performed with Ribogreen (Life Technologies) and quality was assessed on a 

Fragment Analyzer (Advances Analytical).  

RNA quality is homogeneous within samples.(See on Table 1 for details) 

3) Ribosomal RNA depletion 

It consists in rRNA hybridization to rRNA removal probes on magnetic beads. 1 µg of total RNA were 

used to remove rRNA using the Ribo-Zero magnetic kit (Illumina) for plant leaves. 

4) Libraries preparation 
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Sequencing libraries were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded Ribo-Zero Gold Kit (Illumina) 

followedby PCR amplification step.  

Optimal number of PCR cycles was assessed by qPCR (Kapa BioSystems).  13 cycles PCR has been 

done with the KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (Kapa BioSystems). 

5) Libraries QC and sequencing 

Libraries were quantified with Picogreen (Life Technologies) and size pattern was controlled with the 

DNA High Sensitivity Reagent kit on a LabChip GX (Perkin Elmer).  

Libraries sizes are homogeneous within samples.(see on Table 2 for details) 

Libraries were then pooled and clustered at a concentration of 8 pmol on a paired-end sequencing 

flow cell (Illumina).  

Sequencing was performed for 2 x 125 cycles on a HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) with V4 chemistry. 

% of reads identified and QC30 are checked. See on Figure 1 for details. 

N.B: Good quality of sequences.Good equimolarity within samples. 

 

6) Data  

Demultiplexing  (Casava) and fastQC generation is done using our internal pipeline. 

Data are copied on a disk and sent to Tours RD Center for analysis. 
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Table 1. RNA QC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Libraries size pattern and quantification 
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Figure1. Sequencing results 
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APPENDIX 12: CUFFDIFF OUTPUTS 

 

Differential expression testing for transcripts: FPKM of one group vs FPKM of the other. 

Differential expression testing for genes: This sums the FPKM for transcripts sharing the 

same gene_id and tests the differences. 

Differential expression testing for coding sequence (CDS): This sums the FPKM of 

transcripts sharing a common p_id, which is the id of the coding sequence that this transcript 

contains. 

Differential expression testing for primary transcripts: This sums FPKM of transcripts 

sharing a common tss_id (transcription start site). 

Differential splicing tests: For each primary transcript, this tests the amount of overloading 

detected among isoforms, i.e. how much differential splicing exists between isoforms 

processed from a single primary transcript. 

Differential coding output: For each gene, this tests the amount of overloading detected 

among its coding sequences, i.e. how much differential CDS output exists between samples. 

Differential promoter use: For each gene, the amount of overloading detected among its 

primary transcripts, i.e. how much differential promoter use exists between samples. 
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APPENDIX 13: OTHER RNA-Seq Samples 

Table 1: List of RNAseq samples at 27°C/42°C heat regime condition 

Code Name Description 

Concentration  

(ng/µl) 

Volume  

(µl) 

Quantity 

(µg) 

Sequencing  

Platform 

RNA Integrity 

 Number 

(RIN) 

Plants regularly watered in 27°C/42°C heat regime experiment : Condition 2: UCD-DS18 

Sam16 Ctrl1-T0 Watered_Plant_1_0 Day 144,36 46,54 6,72 NIHS  8.20 

Sam17 Ctrl1-T1 Watered_Plant_1 _2 Days after 60,60 41,75 2,53 NIHS 8.20 

Sam18 Ctrl1-T2 Watered_Plant_1_4 Days after 78,91 43,66 3,45 NIHS 8.90 

Sam19 Ctrl1-T3 Watered Plant 1 _6 Days after 46,43 50,00 2,32 NIHS  9.30 

Sam20 Ctrl1-T6 Watered Plant 1 _24 Hours after rewatering 96,76 44,83 4,34 NIHS  9.30 

  

Sam21 Ctrl2-T0 Watered Plant 2 _0 Day 44,651 55,00 2,46 NIHS 9.80 

Sam22 Ctrl2-T1 Watered Plant 2 _2 Days 43,98 55,00 2,42 NIHS 9.80 

Sam23 Ctrl2-T2 Watered Plant 2 _4 Days 66,12 55,00 3,64 NIHS 9.40 

Sam24 Ctrl2-T3 Watered Plant 2 _6 Days 36,26 55,00 1,99 NIHS 10 

Sam25 Ctrl2-T6 Watered Plant 2 _24 Hours after rewatering 97,56 44,87 4,38 NIHS 9.20 

                

Sam26 Ctrl3-T0 Watered Plant 3 _0 Day 84,33 44,07 3,72 NIHS 8.20 

Sam27 Ctrl3-T1 Watered Plant 3 _2 Days 74,91 43,33 3,25 NIHS  8.10 

Sam28 Ctrl3-T2 Watered Plant 3 _4 Days 78,69 43,65 3,43 NIHS 8.90 

Sam29 Ctrl3-T3 Watered Plant 3 _6 Days 82,16 43,91 3,61 NIHS 8.90 

Sam30 Ctrl3-T6 Watered Plant 3 _24 Hours after rewatering 221,01 47,74 10,55 NIHS  8.80 

Water stressed plants in 27°C/42°C heat regime experiment : Condition 2 : UCD-DS18 

Sam31 Test1-T0 Stressed Plant 1 _0 Day 76,93 43,50 3,35 NIHS 8.40 

Sam32 Test1-T1 Stressed Plant 1 _2 Days 76,79 43,49 3,34 NIHS 8.40 

Sam33 Test1-T3 Stressed Plant 1 _6 Days 54,88 40,89 2,24 NIHS 7.90 

Sam34 Test1-T4 Stressed Plant 1 _9 Days 43,07 50,00 2,15 NIHS  9.10 

Sam35 Test1-T6 Stressed Plant 1_24 Hours after rewatering 94,86 44,73 4,24 NIHS 9.60 

                

Sam36 Test2-T0 Stressed Plant 2 _0 Day 74,38 43,28 3,22 NIHS 8.50 

Sam37 Test2-T1 Stressed Plant 2 _2 Days 66,89 42,52 2,84 NIHS 8.70 

Sam38 Test2-T3 Stressed Plant 2 _6 Days 59,79 41,64 2,49 NIHS 8.90 

Sam39 Test2-T4 Stressed Plant 2 _9 Days 113,77 45,61 5,19 NIHS 8.90 

Sam40 Test2-T6 Stressed Plant 2_24 Hours after rewatering 52,95 40,56 2,15 NIHS 9.70 

Table 2: List of RNAseq samples from the Humidity stress experiments  

Sample Name Experiment code Sample description 

Concentration 

(ng/µl) 

Volume  

(µl) 

Sequencing  

Platform 

Humidity stressed plants in 27°C RH 30% experiment  

Test1_T0 UCD-DS7_27°C Stressed plant # 1: leaf collected  at RH 80-90% (T0) 130,03 15 Cornell 

Test2_T0 UCD-DS7_27°C Stressed plant # 2: leaf collected  at RH 80-90% (T0) 102,96 15 Cornell 

Test2_T2 UCD-DS7_27°C 
Stressed plant # 2: leaf collected 60 minutes after 
transfer to RH 30% (T2) 72,33 15 Cornell 

Test2_T3_VD   UCD-DS7_27°C 

Stressed plant # 2: drier leaf collected 120 minutes 

after transfer to RH 30%(T3) 154,79 15 Cornell 

Test1_T4 UCD-DS7_27°C 

Stressed plant # 1 (big) leaf one day after re-transfer 

to RH 80-90% (T4) 150,49 15 Cornell 

Test2_T4 UCD-DS7_27°C 

Stressed plant #2 leaf one day after re-transfer to RH 

99% (T4) 164,25 15 Cornell 

Test1-0m-27°C UCD-DS8_27°C Stressed plant # 1: leaf collected  at RH 80-90% (T0) 80.96142 15 GATC 

Test1-30m-27°C UCD-DS8_27°C 

Stressed plant # 1: leaf collected 30 minutes after 

transfer to RH 30%(T1) 91.91371 15 GATC 

Test1-2H-27°C UCD-DS8_27°C 

Stressed plant # 1:  dryer leaf collected 30 minutes 

after transfer to RH 30%(T3) 173.854 15 GATC 

Humidity stressed plants in 42°C RH 30% experiment  

Test2-0m-42°C UCD-DS11_42°C Stressed plant # 2: leaf collected  at RH 80-90% (T0) 149.1088 15 GATC 

Test2-15m-42°C UCD-DS11_42°C 

Stressed plant # 2: leaf collected 15 minutes after 

transfer to RH 30%(T1) 114.9055 15 GATC 

Test2-45m-42°C UCD-DS11_42°C 
Stressed plant # 2: leaf collected 45 minutes after 
transfer to RH 30%(T3) 72.14879 15 GATC 

Test1-45m-42°C UCD-DS11_42°C 

Stressed plant # 1: leaf collected 45 minutes after 

transfer to RH 30%(T3) 45.4989 15 GATC 
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